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Asphalt prices today ean make It 
the brlgbt spot on the horizon. But wltlleancrete 
prices and competition remaining solid, the 
brlgbt spot turns to a ribbon of llgbt. More and 
more agencies are reporting concrete construc-
tion costs below those for asphalt. When you 
consider the long lHe, low maintenance, and 
environmental benefits that It provides, it's easy 
to see why so many agencies choose to pave with 
concrete. 
For more informatton contact. 
Iowa Ready Mixed Concrete AssocJatlon 
Iowa Concrete Pa\ mg Association 
360 SE Delaware A\e. 
Ankeny. lA 50021 
515-963-0606 
Greener pavement at a better price. Count on it! 
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HARVEST REPORTING SYSTEM 
Only Successful Hunters Report 
It'<; ca',) and cotl\'C'nient. 
l\ld) report by telephone at 1-800-771-4692, or Internet at W\vw.iowadnr.com 
MUST 
report aD deer and turkeys 
harvested in Iowa by midnight 
on the day after . 
The Iowa 
J. u.tule Store 
\ 'our on-hne source of Iowa-unique 
and fun outdoor gifts. 
HELPING YOU 
CONNECf TO OUTDOOR IOWA 
WITII FUN NEW PRODUCI'S 
Log on today. 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins ajoin yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish , 
cross-country ski, snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. To 
view model cabin or for more 
information call 319-360-5617 or 
563-380-4394. 
'AA_pse 
LOW REPRODUCTION AND 
)A"['HIIIIG ARE PUTTING THE SQUEEZE ON STURGEON 
Rab gends 
ABUNDANT RABBITS, RARE HUNTERS. TWO IOWANS 
USE FALCONS AND BEAGLES TO BAG BUNNIES 
FOUR OF TRAPPERS BPI=ORE HER, 
THIS 14 YEAR·OLD UPHOLDS THE FAMILY TRADITION. 
Winter Wonderland 
Iowa Style 
WINTER DOESN'T MEAN COUCHES AND COMFORTfRS 
TAKE THE CHILL OFF WITH THESE ESCAPES /. 
Whitetail Sortie 
GO AIRBORNE WITH BIOLOGISTS AS THEY S 
WINTER DEER HERDS. 
T oGETHER 
Hutld a hird-altrartwg snowman feeder and a handy Dutch 
m•rn lwldrr. Makr sum I' resolutions for 2007 111 Outdoor Fit 
MYTH BUSTERS 
(all you mtrh a wid from the cofdJ Learn the real story behind 
mounta111 l11ms and dtsrot'er the feverish truth about bird flu . 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
JJIIrm up u ith lu 111 rmadc fire starters take bettrr 
"i"ter photos and lear~~ some cool tips 011 ice fishing. 
L osT IN IOWA 
/Jaytnp to rrntral Iowa's eagle hotspots or spmd a weekend 
dtS((Jt•rrinl( /JubuQUl' from the river museum to the rugged 
Mint's of Spmn . 
M Y BACKYARD 
Trrf' pmninl( dorsn't hare to be a chore Get the hows and whNts 
to makr t/11s ta~k Pasirr and keep your trees healthy and beautiful. 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
from htrcls to baskrtballs. three /owa11s are leat·wg 
a lrgnry for fut urr I(C nerations to e11joy. 
WrLD CUISINE 
Plrasr your palate wrth savory wtld rabbit German style, 
and heat U/1 hMrty tii'IIISOII meatball subs on the ice 
C oNSERVATION UPDATE 
n T' C 0' An" 
A humorous takr on those who fish frozen lakes 
T T 
'11tr northrrn slmke, or "Butcher Bird "quite posstbly 
one of Iowa's most mtngumg- if not notorious- birds. 
DEPARTMENTS 
• • . .. 
' . 
C oNTRIBUTORS 
JENNIFER WILSON 
Jennift r \\ bon " 
a travel writer who 
has written for Better 
Homes & Gardens, 
MidU'rst Li1·ing, 
Cooking ltght and 
Atltlf.tl'ing She's left 
her tracks everyv•her(' 
from tlw JUngle.;, of th(' 
c.;ierra \ladn•-. to the forests of tlw '-tkur k River 
Vallt•y Originall) from Colfax, sh( s ~0\\ a city 
slkkt•r \\ ith a yard It 11 o pr,,m. plan sa. homl' 
in I)(-.., 1\loine-.. wllsonhoff@lmsn.com 
TV SMEDES 
·\I m" nterest in 
natural hbtory l('d Ty 
to purcha ... e hb frr-.t 
35mm camera in HJ80 
~ince then. Ty has bet•n 
publi-.hed by more 
than 25 magazines 
including 17ze !ou·an. 
77ze Nature Conser-
t'allry Hagaztlle, Strrra, /Jurks Unlimited. Iowa 
Naturalllrntagr, Bmls & Blooms. Outdoor 
Plwtograplzrr, Plzrasrwts Forer•cr Brown Trout, 
Country Lmng, Family Fun and Des '\,Joines 
Magaz111r. ~pt·ciahzing in landscape. wildlife 
and prairil' \\ ilclllowt•rs, he loves to photograph 
Iowans too JJp'.., contributed photos to the D:-\R 
lor owr 20 yt•ars. ' I y re~'lllarly teaches classes 
in nalurt• photography at home and abroad and 
st•lls mattt·d print-.. Ht• .._.,.l'\\ up on a farm south 
of(;r uwt r md t••' n·srdes in lrbandale 
www.smedesphoto.com • 515 270.9086 
ROGER Hill 
Roger H11l has filmed 
and photographed wild· 
life and nature since 
1962 when he started 
hunt1ng b1g game 
anrmals from Iowa to 
Alaska Although he 
has photographed a 
w1de arra) of big and 
small ganw, his passion ts capturing [owa while-
tail-., plwasants, prairie· chickens and the very 
ran· sharptail groust' in their natural settings. 
In tlw north country, he prefers pursumg Y.ild 
..,ht•t•p and gnzzlil's \\ilh his lens. Hts work has 
btt•n published in countless state and national 
m<tgazinl's. l~ogt•r hvt·.., on a farm w1th hrs w1fe. 
\ l arria, nt•ar Holand wtthm@fron tter.net 
--+-
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Kevrn Bask rns- BUREAU CHIEF 
Ju l ie Spa rks ASSISTANT BUREAU CHIEF 
Brran Button- EDITOR IN-CHIEF 
Alan Fost er MANAGING EDITOR 
Jacob Zwe1bohmer- ART DIRECTOR 
Lowell Washbu rn - WRITER/ PHOTOGRAPHER 
Joe Wilkinson- WR ITER/ PHOTOGRAPHER 
Clay Smi th- PHOTOGRAPHER 
Julie Tack MARKETING AND PUBLICITY 
ADVERTISING OFFICE 
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NATURAL RESOURCE COMMISSION 
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Randy Duncan VICE CHAIR. Des Momes 
Elizabet h Gar t SECRETARY Coon Raprds 
JaniCe MarcantoniO Council Bluffs 
R K1m Francr co Lucas 
Carol Kramer Newt on 
Lenn1s Moore Mount Pleasant 
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PROTECTION COMMISSION 
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Was te M anag em en t and Recycl mg, 515.281.8941 • Emergency Sp1ll Respon se 
515 281.8694 • En ergy 515.281 .5918 • DNR Cent ral Office 515 281 .5918 
Turn In Poach e rs (TIP). 800.532.2020 TOO 515 242 5967 
•• 
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S 18 FOR TWO YEARS AND S24 FOR THREE YEARS 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES S 12 FOR ONE YEAR 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
POSTMASTER 
ONRMISSION 
I o cun '"t rvt.• ,md t nh utt • (HJr l~.t l ur;tl rt· '-llurn.-... tn cnoJ)(.:ra-
lum l'ollh uull\ulual, .mel nrg.tnJzallon' In 1mprow lh~ quality 
of lift.• lor lo\\' Ill"' mel t·uo:,un .t kg.tcy fur lu tun.· g('m·ratiuns 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
\\ t· 'ln vt· tn opt n lht· dour lu tlu· bt·auly .tnd u nJ quent·" 
ol low,,·, n.Ji ur,d n·sou ru s, in , p1r1ng pt'oplc to gc·t 
oUhldt ,and t>Xpt· ri t'IU't ro\\';1 \\'t• ' tnv<· to mntivatt~ 
outtlnnr JllliHk d ' JI Jlt·ns lo und l'r,tand ,11\d ran· for 
low ..... n.1t ural n• nurn lt·~ary 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
I h t• Kt·t·l" rs nl tht 1 tnd pro~··r.un mall"ht·s voluntt·er' 
\\llh n.a1 ur.11 n·sourct• ~t f\ICt net~d~ 'lalt·wld<" 
G•v• bat kIn I""'·•'• l•nd~. "·'INs .ond ' " '"' 
Coli S 15 .!R 1·0117!! In nloll<" h ) uu r llllt'h'sh "ith nt·t•cls 
nr v"'' "'"'"' l..t·t•f~t'rsultheland org 
HOW TO DONATE 
Chant.tbl~ vmnl.! ol I 1d lu tis ,md good< ,md 
't'(VICt' gn•.111) t:'lh.mu•s lo\\ a's ou tdoor hvmg 
Con tarl Dian .. l·ord SIU\"\c r ~I •l'>''t;lt.:l 41 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
Tht' DNR Natun stun· o lh-1' .opp.ut·l uul f.! JII s 
with prol1ls fur , 1.\lt• p.orks Ordt·r onhnt• a l 
W\\.'W.lOWitn ilturt·sttll t ' c:om o r ft'Cillt' 't 
,, c .ol.oluv '1 l ·!lfih-1 HHl?.:lCl 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
I o ~ub'l n ht nrclt r , ,n,•lc. 1 .... ut rnpu . or tor ·'"Y 
s ubscriptwn f'SUt'S ur IJU<'SIJnns ,,ell 1 !!1Jil3hl-1!07.! 
1\londa) thrnu~-:h hid.o) lrcw 7 ,, 11t to I I p 11t nr "' '"k 
end ... X a m tn h p 111 J"or etl.,t 10 prt)l t ~smg, plc.•,p;e lld\t" 
an i''Lt \\It~ .lllldlhny .abd Wld<\blt.• ,at tmw n( l 
LEARN MORE 
Our l'ot•bpagt•, "''" 11 cl "lo.ulul '"th 
mformatw:~lor al · 'II"~ .one I n• '''" rlu) hn nses, rest ne 
campsth'' ,,r Tt•cun mnrt" .tbnul our t: n\ lrtJ"mcnt onhnt 
T hose \...-ho know me realize I focu-; my etwrgies on the future rather than the pa..,t But a new year 
is a good time to reflect, especiall} as a new governor 
is elected. 
Afte r an election, for those in state government. 
it rt>quircs us to examine recent history-at least 
the last eight years-to prepare for th e I ransition 
of the current administration to the next 
And while I may no t be a huge fan of a rearview 
perspective. I admit it can be enlightening, surpnsmg 
and more than a litt le satisfying Somctinws, tn the 
daily tnaJ... and tribulations, it\. cas} to lose ...,1ght of 
the tremendous accomplishments that we 1n the D:\R. 
while working with stakeholders, other agencies and 
citizens have made. 
Let me to uc h on a few. J ust a small sample of some notable achievemen ts include: 
• Estnblishwg water quality standards These will launch benchmarks/or improvzng 
t~~afrr qua/tty and we are proud to approach it from the nght perspective w assumwg 
most of our water should be swimmable and fishable unttl proven otherwise 
• CJeatwg a destination park at Honey Creel? State Park on Lake Rathbun. 
rhth construction beginn ing last fall and comp!etwn in the spring of 2008, this resort 
complrx wztlz a lodge, large modern cabtns, waterpark, golf course and other recreational 
a me Illites will be the first in Iowa. 
• Crcatwg a new park, Banner Lakes at Sommerset State Park; purchasl1lg a ma;or 
additwn to Waubonsie State Park and imp/ementnzg a new campground reservation system 
• Jmprovzng lzow the DNR processes l'1l!ltronmental protectzon permits to meet 
run ron mental and conservation goals wlule increasmg efficiency in serving tlze publtc 
Our /trst effort tn 2003 resulted zn reductng the average number of days needed to tssue 
an air quality perm it fro·m 62 days to 10. 
But by far our gre ates t achieveme nt in the las t eigh t yea rs is e levat ing the d iscussio n 
of water qua lity and the importance of our natura l resources in gene ral. I see it 
<->V<' ryday from our citizens taking the initia tive to begin natural resource projec ts 
in thei r own backyards that eve ntu ally be nefits all of Iowa. 
It is my s incere hope that the mome ntum s ta rte d in the last e ig ht years wi ll continu e 
in earnes t. 
JEFFREY R. VONK 
Director of the Iowa DNR 
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We're thrilled to present Iowa 01ftdoors, our improved and energized lou•a 
Conservatwntsf After talking with readers 
and outdoor enthusiasts across the "tate, 
wc learned Iowans yearn for a magazine that 
rcncrts their passion and concern for Iowa's 
natural resources. Readers want to know the 
best dcslinations and ways to protect what 
wc havc ~o \'vC''ve added new content- and 
}CS, C'Ven changed the title- to reflect your 
pass10n for the -.tate'" great outdoors as well 
a'> conservation t...,...,ue<> Readers agree. our 
mis.;;ton to open the door to the beauty and 
uniqtH'IH ... ..., of Iowa·..., natural resources is vital We learned that by tnsptring people to get 
outside. thc} are motivated to understand and care for lo\\a· ... resources. That's our goal. 
Each 1ssuc. you'll find content that reflects this goal. our feature about new threats to 
an anctcnt fish, "Caviar Collapse" on page 26. i" a perfcct example. You'll disco\er the best 
nature deslmations and hidden gems, such a" thc Dubuque area, as well as outdoor skills. 
The My Baclzyard section provides ways to makc positive contributions at home whether 
conserving energy, r educing emissions or creating backyard habitat. 
We've added maps to help you get to great places. 
You'll find bigger, bolder nature photography and 
great nature and wildlife management storie.;;, 
hunting and fishing too. Take a behind-the-scenes 
peck into the DNR- from Warden's Dzary to 
biologtsts in action during airborne deer survey" 
And \H' grvC' kudos in Admiration and Legacy to 
crtizen..., rmprovrng our environment. 
Upcoming issues pack more wildlife and nature 
management stories The next issue focuses on a 
lillie known turtle, the sleepiest in North America. 
found in a unique sand prairie in eastern Iowa and 
in peril. 
Whether you've been a life-long outdoor enthusiast 
or are new to discover Iowa's beauty, consider thi s 
magazine your guide. Feel free to drop us a letter to 
the c'ditor at courier@dnr.state.ia.us. Get outside! 
BRIAN BUTTON; Editor-in-Chief 
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Neal Smith NWR 
SPRING FISHING FORECAST 
Prairie Islands 
BIG SAND MOUND TURTLES 
Beautiful Rain Gardens 
==~====~==================~==~==~~ OGETHER 
ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS 
1'.!--11--~--------W H 0 I E _E..__._._._.~ -< 
For a great together project, grab thoo.;e photos 
from a horse trail ncl(• at Brushy Creek, hiking 
at Ledges State Park or a fishing trip and create 
simple scrapbooks. 
Scrapbooking can connect generations and 
strengthen tamily tit's Have your childn•n or 
grandkids help sch.·ct photos You might even use 
their handwriting as they JOurnal about favont{ 
outdoor experiences A weekend camping trip 
at Backbone State Park wou ld make a great 
mini-album complete with photos and journaled 
memories H<·rc's what you need: an album, acid 
and lignin free cardstock or patterned paper, 
adhesive, <>Cis-.;ors or paper trimmer, simpl<• 
embellishments and photos Consider adding 
bits of memorabilia such as event program-. 
and pressed flowers or dried leaves, etc, but f1r-.;t 
treat them with an:h1val spray available at local 
hobby shops. 
For outdoor and nature-related scrapbooking ideas, 
check out www.scrapbooking. about. com. 
chitJren 's nature questions 
Why do animals have certain places to Jive? 
- CARl, AGE 7 
Habitat 1s a place in which an animal naturally 
lives or on ur..., If that habitat .... atlsfies the basic 
surv1val needs all animals hav(' -food, water, 
shelter and space- the ::;p<?ci<' " thnves 
Howt•ver, not all habitats suit all species. 
The BOBCAT is a perfect <'xamplc of how 
important habitat is. lo\.,a's great bobcat habitat 
1" acro-.;s the southern. ea-.tern and \.,estern 
borders Although void of bobcats for many 
years, Ill n•cent years bobcats rcda1med these 
lands, moving in from other states to occupy 
suitable habitat 
Since Iowa is one of the most altered states 
clue to the loss of prairie, wetlands and forests 
to agriculture and development, much of our 
flora and fauna have had to adapt or disap-
pear WHITE-TA1LED DEER have successfully 
adapted, utilizing food prov1d{•d b} agnculture 
and finding cover in the remaining woodlands, 
fencerows and residential properties. 
Convrrscly, the BLANDING'S TURTLE has 
not found adapting easy. Their habitat and 
numbers are drastically reduced. The little 
remaining habitat is also changed by excess silt 
and fragmentation (scattered habitat blocks that 
do not allow the s pecies to interact '<\ith other 
populations) . 
A. jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
each year as the DNR's training specialist at the 
Springbrook Conservation Education Center. 
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TOGETHER~------
SNO FEEDER 
.\dd btrd and wildlife food~ to your snov.man to make 
thi.., s<.a..,onal rite of passage fun and functional Keep 
I ro-.,t) lhtlled b} building him on the shady north 
..,Hits of buildings. Place the u-;ed holidav tree nearby 
to provtdc a warm btrd refuge. "A lot of feeder bird~ 
need a perch," says the DNR's Tim Gedler who not 
only manages Walnut Woods ~tate Park, but han 
avid birder He advises adding twigs to the snowman 
To attract dark-eyed juncos, white-th roated sparrows, 
mourning doves and field sparrows, spread mi xed seed 
on the ground. ''They are gro und feeders," he says 
, ; 
. .__ 
. 
y '? J]'f/ 
• • 
.... 
1. PEANUTS Peanuts provide a nutritious diet for birds, 
mcluding black-capped ch1ckadees, nuthatches, tufted titmice, 
woodpeckers, Jays and card1na ls Unsalted brands are safe for 
birds "Whole peanuts 1n the shell are absolutely the number 
one food for blueJays," says R1ck Crouch, owner of Wild B1rds 
Unlimited 1n Davenport. Use peanuts for buttons and eyes. 
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2. SUET "Carve out some niches to place chunks of suet," says 
Gedler, or from slicks hang the h1gh energy snack 1n on1on 
sacks. Place suet high, out of reach of dogs. Don't use bacon 
grease. wh1ch is too salty and full of preservatives, says Crouch, 
who adds th at suet chunks make great teeth, eyes and ears for 
any snowman. 
3. PEANUT BUTTER Smear peanut bu t ter onto an old corn cob 
to use for a nose Also add to pine cones, then d1p and roll the 
cone in seeds. Tie nbbon or tw1ne to the cone to hang around 
the neck and arms 
4. SUNFLOWER SEEDS Providing h1gh oil and fat content is easy 
with black oil sunflower seed, wh1ch 1s less expens1ve and easier 
to crack and d1gest than the stnped vanety 
5. FOOD STRINGS Dress your snowman with stnngs of popcorn 
and cranbemes to mcrease the food variety and attract colorful 
birds. Ch1ckadees and nuthatches will feed on the popcorn, 
wintenng robms, cedar waxwmgs, woodpeckers and card1nals 
will eat the cranberries, and blue jays will dine on both. Use 
unsalted, unbuttered popcorn. 
HAT TRI CK Load a wide brimmed hat with sunflower seeds, ral -
sms and cracked corn. A light colored hat will absorb less heat 
so Frosty can keep his cool. 
..... 
t' 
uFeral cats are a big threat to songbirds," says DNR 
wildlife biologist Pat Schlarbaum. He advises 
s paying and neutering cats and keeping housecat s indoors. 
From park observatiOn blmds, spy on nearly two dozen 
types of w111termg btrds as tlzey devour up to 500 pounds 
of feeder seed monthly. Parks include: Walnut Woods, 
West Des Mow es, George Wyth , Waterloo, Wzldcat Den. 
Muscatwe, and E. B. Lyons Interpretzve Center, Dubuque 
IOWA'Ci WILD ORCHID GUIDE ADDED TO SfRIES 
Get lhf' family outside and boost your brain power with durable, convenient field gutdes. Unltke natumally publtshed 
field books, thzs senes of eight pocket guides packs Iowa and regumal speczes into rugged, lightwetghl packages 
We soakrd them 24 hours underwater and baked them 111 a hot car last August, they survzved, so you know they're 
great for lhP truck, camera bag, kayak, tent or pack 
ORCHIDS IN YOUR POCKET A Guide to the 
Nativt• Orchtds of Iowa. is the latest and eighth 
in the lJur Oak Gutde ~eries published by the 
Univ<'rstt} of Iowa Press Find Iowa's nearly 30 
wild sr><'cics with ltp'> on habitat, bloom times 
and colors. Longtime photojournalist, Bill Witt 
of Cc dar Falls, wrote the guide after 20 years 
researching the plant 
Oth<"rs tn the series tnclude the recent 
RAPTORS IN YOUR POCKET; A GUIDE TO GREAT 
PLAINS BIRDS OF PREY, along with 
WINTER BIRDS AT YOUR FEEDER, BUTTERFLIES, 
WOODLANDS, TALLGRASS PRAIRIE PLANTS, 
WETLAND PLANTS AND ANIMALS, and 
MUSHROOMS OF IOWA. Each h as beauti ful 
illustt at ions by ski lled a rtists or photos. 
Sevl'rHI fea ture text from biology professors 
from Iowa's state univer s ities. 
The lamznated guzdes are $9.95 each and are 
avazlable at book stores or through the Universzty 
of Iowa Press To order 1-800-621 -2736 or 
www.uzowapress.org. 
AGUIUf TO 
Grtat Plnms 
Bmls of Prey 
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- OUTDOOR FIT 
., 
I n 1967, my friend Jim Koch and I sk1pped school Rather than JOin our classmates on a fielcllrip, \H' 
sltpped oft to Backbone State Park. It was an October day 
that clefint's October. I here wa<> a crystal clear blue sky. 
vibrant colors on the hills. a crisp morning, and warm 
sunlight bathing the rest of the day. 
\\'<· hauled a canoe from Waterloo and spent time 
walking in the woods and floating on the \1aquokela 
Rivt•r. \\'p \H' ren't e\en detected as being abs(•nl. Tlw 
staff on tlw iielcltrip thought , ... e were at school and vin· 
versa Did I mention it was a perfect da)' 
Th1s October will be the 40th anniversar} of 
my truanc·y and I look back on it as one of the best 
experiences of my educational career There are few da} s 
in my life I can rt>call so vividly. 1 his is Significant giwn 
my olhen\ise less than efficient memory (Some have 
mental blocks I have entire mental neighborhoods) Ah. 
but that day 1s etched in my memory. 
So when I read a book Last Child w the Woods by Richard 
Louv. I was struck by a profound sense of loss for the youth 
of today 1 he book documents the retreat of America's 
children from the natural world. One fourth-grader told the 
author, "I like to play indoors better, because that's where 
all the electrical outlets are." It is a tragic condition 
\1y t urrent occupatiOn i-; to promote physical activity. 
J>h)sintl activity can prevent cardiovascular dist>ase. 
a1thnlis , osteoporosis, some cancers. stress, asthma. 
diabetes, and other trag1c conditwns It 1s almost a 
cure-all. Simply being active is a great 1dea But domg so 
outdoors is t'V<·n better. 
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B> sitting on a rowmg machine or I· X('rcycle you can 
add years to your life. But that is only half the beneftl of 
actiVIty By paddling a canoe. walk1ng a trail. or cycling in 
Iowa you can add life to your }ears Author Bill Bry"on has 
noted that "Americans spend too much ltme 1ncloors. fhe} 
go from a1r-cond•ttoned office to air-conditioned cars to 
air-conditioned home. and never go ouls1ck. What makes 
Iowa what 1l1s. are the elements." I couldn l agree more. 
\light I suggest that 111 2007 }OU think of lo\va as a 
fitness center that IS 300 miles across and 200 miles tall' 
In the center \\e have 1.800 miles of v.alen\a) s, hundreds 
of mile" of trails. and my first love. Backbone ~tate Park. 
Often well-intended IO\\an" resolve to be more active. 
lose weight. and be healthier From their track record 
thl') m1ght as well have resolved to cure cancer fhese 
resolutiOns lack specifics like limes. dales. plans. and 
parks' In 2007 I resolve to celebrate' lema. its nvers. 
trails, parks and take some children along w1lh me I will 
also add these plans to my calendar and encourage you to 
gel specific as well. 
We can even let them know where the outlets are. 
Tim Lane is the Fitness Consultant with the Iowa Department 
of Public Health. He is also a marathoner, former Director of 
thP Natwnal Ski Patrol, climber, z•ol/eybal/ coaclz, ami cyclist. 
lie has cycled across America once am/Iowa 25 times. lie 's 
a regular participant in RAGHRAI and developed thr Ride 
Right safety program. Tim also helped drstgn awl promotes 
Lighten Up Iowa 
-----------------------------
HALF A DAY ON $50- TOGETKER 
KEEP CAMPFIRES ABLAZE WITH 
THIS DUTCH OVEN HOLDER. 
BY MICK KLEMESRUD 
Build tins Dutch oven holder, and there ts no need to let ASSEMBLE 
campfires burn down to embers before cookwg. Usc tongs ~pace the floor flange bases evenly in a triangle pattern 
to place campfire coals on the metal disk while keepwg und<>rn<>ath the disk, keeping an mch between the edge 
your campfirr f/rckrmzg The holder also makes Dutch oven of the thrt>aded base to the outer disk edge. Weld or bolt 
cookwg rosy at campgrounds where fire rings are par/tally basc•s to the di"k. 
obstructrd wttlz grates. Charcoal briquettes can be ignited Thread the caps on the nipples and place nipples into 
drrectly on thr drsk too Place the holder on pronc tables the base• Center the handles lt>avmg about a 2-1/2 to 
and comfortably cook wztlzout bending down (Put a can 3 mch gap for the handle opening Weld or dnll 1/1-inch 
under tltr center hole to catch embers) It zs also useful/or holes and usc• 4 l-bolts (2 per side) per handle 
tailgatinx or wttlz a tnpod to brew a pot of coffee I or a fimshed look, paint th(• unit with lwat-rc•ststant 
The Iowa ran-do attrtude rnspzred Marv Davis, 60. of. _ ___, black spray pamt 
Sully, to brainstorm fills creatwn. Davzs, an avid camper 
of morr titan ·15 years buzlt Iris first stand from an old, 
lzeat'Y mrtal u·ok. This r•ersion uses a farm dzsc blade. 
TIME 
About :w minut<'S to assemble Allow 45 minutes if 
drilling holt-" \del extra time for finding parts and spray 
painting. 
COST 
We ftelcl testl'd the un it and spent $26 for hardware . Add 
anotlwr $Hi to buy a new disk blade. We salvaged ou r 
disks frel' from an implement dealer. Welding services 
could add labor costs 
PARTS 
Old dt"k blade "Ask a farmer you know to give you an 
old disk bladl' when he changes them out," Davis said. 
3 thn·ad<•d, ·'%-inch floor flange bases 
3 ·%-inch nipples, 6 inches long 
3 1'1-inch, thn•adcd caps 
HANDLES 
2 hors<•shoe<s or old handles off a wood burning stove 
(pictured ) Handles can be welded or use square U-bolts 
affixing to d isc by drilling and securing with four rope clamps. 
OPTIONS 
1 . I or a weld-free version. drill 1/.1-inch holes through 
tlw thn·aded bases and use tapered stove bolts. 
2. ('or longer legs, use 2-foot .,, inch ntpple" mstead of the fl-inch. 
TIPS 
• C..,p1 ay the threads with Anti-Setze to prevent th<.• lt•gs 
from sttcking in the base 
• Toston', unscrew the legs from the bc~se and carr} 
in a hcavy·duty cloth bag. 
• Twist the legs in or ou t to level the unit. 
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TH BUSTERS 
You can catch a OL 
Sorry, your mother was wrong. Viruses, and v1ruses 
alone, cause colds "Temperature Itself has nothing 
do w1th It," sa1d Dan1el F1ck, a professor and doctor 
with the Un1vers1ty of Iowa Hospitals and Clin1cs. 
The proof In one series of experiments, subjects 
doused with icy water caught no colds However, poker 
players 1solated in warm, wmdowless rooms qu1ckly 
"passed" around v1ruses w1th the1r cards (I'll see your 
adenov1rus and ra1se you a coronav1rus!) Close contact 
with others, not temperature, permitted Infection. 
Still, the idea of cold-weather-induced colds ma kes a 
certain kind of sense After all, the ailments do seem to 
proliferate when the mercury drops That's mostly due 
to our cha nged wintertime ha bits, however, Fick said. 
We stay 1ndoors with the w1ndows up Kids congregate 
in those germ tradeshows we call elementary schools. 
In other words, we in fect each other. The similarity 
among symptoms ca n also cause confusion. Dry, cold 
a1r 1rntates nasal passages, which protect themselves 
w ith mucus (a runny nose) Colds also prompt snotty-
nosedness, bu t as a means of flu sh1 ng ou t v1ruses. So, 
rest assured, o ld ma n winter won't d irectly infect you. 
Before you go sledding naked, how ever, think about 
how much you want hypothermia or frostbite. Also, 
realize that extreme cold can fa t1gue your body, weaken 
your immune system and make you more vulnerable 
to illness. So, maybe mom had a point after all 
'rill~ nNil 'S Sl,l~(~ l i.\1.~ OI,S , 
) ()I 1 J lll~l.l~i\SI~ l)ll()()lli\)1 
Dale Garner, DNR wildlife bureau chief, has heard them all someone's neighbor's best friend's 
cousm saw one m the backyard The DNR put it there, a1rl1fted 1n by a black helicopter. For the 
past five years, Iowa DNR off1c1als have waded through a thicket of rumors about 
"mountam lion release programs "To set the record stra1ght: "The DNR has not, does not 
and will not release mountam lions," sa1d Garner In an agricultural state, with livestock 
concerns, the public would never stand for 1t Still, rumors and sightings persist. "People 
are still spooked by the 1dea of b1g predators,' said Iowa State University wildlife ecology 
professor Will1am R. Clark "So, 1t's natural to hear some rumors' Almost all s1gh tmgs are 
m1staken, however, Garner and Clark agreed. Most "cougars" turn out to be dogs, deer or even 
ousecats Not that everyone is imagining things. Cougars did make a modest return to the state 
1n 2001, when s1ghtmgs began One was found dead on an Iowa h1ghway That animal, along with 
two others killed by hunters m 2003, mark the first (and, so far, only) venfied wild mountai n lions 
1n Iowa smce 1867. The source? In western states, resurgent cougar populations likely produced 
a few surp lus young males, who strayed eastward in search of mates They II find nei ther love nor 
adequate hab1tat 1n Iowa, however, so don't expect sign1f1cant numbers to remain, Clark said 
Could I catch BIRD FLU from game birds? 
Almost certamly not, according to Iowa State Un1vers1ty 
Extension Food Safety Specialist, Dr. Sam Beattie 
Technically speakmg, low pathogen HSN1 av1an flu 
(detected in the US) IS common and mild, and 
symptoms are often unnoticeable; h1gh pathogen HSN1 
is rare worldw1de but h1ghly lethal to the an1mal, w1th 
a mortality rate that can reach 100 percent w1thm 
48 hours. Even if"bird flu" (technically, "HSN1 av1an 
Infl uenza") were present in North America (it's not), you'd 
still have no reason to fear your pheasant dmner. Standard 
food preparat1on precautions work JUSt as well agamst 
HSN1 as they do agamst salmonella: wash hands and 
food-preparation surfaces. Don't let raw meat or JUices 
touch other foods, and don't touch your mouth during 
preparation. Cook b1rds to 165-degrees Fahrenheit 
Hunters worried about dressmg their birds should also 
follow standard precaut1ons avoid s1ck or diseased b1rds. 
When dressmg carcasses, wear d1sposable gloves and 
avo1d eatmg, smokmg or otherw1se touchmg your mouth 
Wash hands afterwards. H1gh pathogen HSN1 has never 
been detected many livmg creature m North Amenca. 
Confirmed human cases have only appeared m 10. So, 
should "b1rd flu" even be a concern? Not m its present form, 
wh1ch transmi ts poorly from animal to human and from 
human to human. Scientist do worry, however, that 
HSN1 could produce the next global flu pandem1c. 
That would only happen 1f the v1rus mutated 
(or underwent another genetic shuffle) 
making 1t capable of easy human-
to-human transmission. In that case, 
you'd have a lot more to fear from your 
s1ck ne1ghbor than from your dinner. 
- - - - - - ~ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.STATE.IA .US ~- -- -- - - -- -- -
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__ --=-==O~rn~~_n~o oR SKILLS_ 
TIPS, TRICKS, HOW-TO AND MUST-KNOWS 
TOENHANCEYOUROUTDOORFUN 
QUICK START 
F /RES! f-or qurck start f res, fill a 
r r qq carton with dryer lmt or wooa ch1ps 
ur me wd cdndle wax on top (pur<. hac;e 
l a 1d•es drd pans at secondhana shops) 
the Cdrton lid dna pour wdx over the 
u e break off a sectron of egg carton 
) f1re rrnq urder Kmdlmq and hqht 
Tl P: elt the wax outside on a camp stove 
"' . .. ep the house clean N!pe out excess 
wax while the pan 1s still warm 
EXPERT ICE FISHING 
For warmth, comfort and safety, place seat cushion type 
life preservers on your bait bucket while ice or cold water 
fishing. Tie one end of a 50-foot rope onto the bucket bail 
and the other end to the preserver and store the rope in the 
buckd. If :someom' falls through the ice or into cold open 
, tHrow the CJtshion to the victip1 ;vhi e holding the rope 
WINTER PHOTO TIPS 
Extend camera use by tap1ng a hand warmer around tht (arnera body 
tc kec p bdtter1es toasty While focusing and composing shots, hold 
your breath to prevent frosting the viewfinder. Camera light meters 
tend to average out l1 ght condit ions resultmg m gray snow 
photo' lo get real1st1c shots, overexpose by one to two 
f stop, Keep mois ture from harming sensitive 
digital cameras by placing them inside sealed 
plast ic bags before entering a warm house. The 
bag will allow the cold optical gear to warm up 
whi le condensation forms outside the bag. 
- - - - - - - - - ____,.. GOT A SKILL TO SHARE? 
When ice fi shing during bitter cold, 
avoid leaving the fish exposed on the 
ice too long or they will not only stick 
to the ice, but freeze solid and be 
difficult to clean. A bucket of shaved 
ice fro m drilling holes keeps the fish 
fresh and clean until you get home. 
A good mess of fish will stay chilled, 
but retain enough heat to keep from 
freezing solid. 
~ -------
-
If we use it we will give you a gift from the nature store. Seud to: OUTDOORSKILLS@ONR.STATE.IA.US 
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CAPITAL CITY HIGH FLYERS 
TRACK HUNDREDS OF VORACIOUS RAPTORS AS THEY HUNT AND ROOST 
ALONG THE DES MOINES RIVER- WITHOUT EVER LEAVING YOUR CAR. 
\ POLK 
. oo--.u 
MARION 
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Av.inlt'r weeke nd spying on our na tional bi rd is amo ng our ~lalt•'s s('asonal treals- r ight up tht n \\'ith 
sun-" arnwd to mat ens and butter-fried morels f rom late 
November through r ebruary, white feather~ agamst a 
backdrop of dark, dormant trees warm our chilled '>plrits. 
Bald t•aglt•s fly south from northern <..llmates until 
they find open water where they feast on f1o.;h o.;tunned or 
killed by cold temperatures. Along the Des Momes R1ver 
in the capital city's metro area. eagles also congregate 
around dams that knock their prey senseless from the 
whirlpool rid<·. 
"EaglPs are extremely opportunistic 
They want the easiest meal they can 
get," says Polk C ountv Conservation 
Board natunll1sl .Tot· Boyles 
I~aptor-' prowl riverbank'>. particularly 
in areas wlwre trees overhang the 
water. I~agle-watchcrs thrill at 
the stunning display of colossal 
raptors with 7-foot wing<.ipans 
and massive talons that can carry 
"mall mammals of their own 
wctght (10 to 12 pounds.) 
Bald eagles were t•nclangered 50 
years ago, clue to large-scale timber 
removal and P<'"iticide use. But conservation 
effortc.:, returned these wondrous creatures 
to tlw Upper Midwest. By the mid-80s, the 
state rN·ordecl its first nest. There were ,., 
Tlw Mi~sissi ppi Rive r i.., ho me to GO pt' rcent o l the 
vi.., iting birds. Twenty perc<.nt end up on the Des ~Joines. 
\ \'t·ekPrHlers will happily discover tlw capital city as a 
nt•wly ..,parkling destination. \\here there's pll•nty ol fun 
wht•n you're ready for a warm-up. 
EAGLE WATCH HOTSPOTS ON THE DES MOINES RIVER 
(moving from north to southeast) 
7) Bob Shetler Recreation Area, Say/orville Lake. 
Ilw 26,000-acre lake project just northwest of Des Mome'> 111 
johnston affords several ideal place.., to eagk'-w.ttch Begm 
lwrc, just off NW 78th Ave., where a parking lot offers v1ews of 
the tailwater" Just below the Sa} !orville Dam Sa} lor vtlle Lake 
Project\ tsttors Center, 5600 N\\ 78th .\vc . johnston. 50131: 
515-9f>-t-OG72. ww\v2.mvr usace army.m1l Sa} lor ville. 
2) Sycamore Access. Say/orville Lake. Two mtle.., south, 
off ortln-..est 66th Ave. Sycamore provides a boat ramp 
and parking lot. Adventurous sptrits can cross·l ountr) sk1 
north. or canoe or kayak upstream to a s.tfc dtstann· bt'low , 
the dam. says ~ate Hoogeveen, the DNR's v.ater trails 
coordmator. (Paddlers partner up, and briJig your 
wetsuzt or drysutt.) 
BARRIER 
DAM 
"I've paddled that stretch with friends at as 
little as 7 degrees in january when the water 
was still open," says Hoogevcen. "Water 
dripping from the paddle forms a -.bed 
200 r,csting pairs in 2005- that population / 
jumps a few thousand in winter. 
SAYLORVILLE l around your kayak, your paddle and 
your sprayskirt It's a lot of fun " 
The ru)e<.; of eagle-watching are few. Bring 
binoculars Stay mobile- if there a ren't any eagles in 
one <.;pot, move to the next. Stay at least a quarter-rntle 
away to avoid di'iturbing them. Even better. use your car 
as a warm and toasty blind. 
"A lot of people think you have to get out in the cold and 
walk around. but you really don't," says Boyles. "Th1:. activity 
is for everyone, and eagle-watching rejuvenates the soul." 
• VISITOR 
CENTER 
3) Neal Smtth Bike Trail 
\\'inter b1kers should start at 
Sycamore Access and ride 
south \\ eathe r pl'l'mitting. 
the trail hugs the river for 
miles. \\ ith good tree cover 
that allows nver vil'\\S 
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~----~LOST IN IOWA 
DES MOI N ES 
HHil ~ 
~lATE 
A IOl 
fA "'Vlt~ f 
4) Scott Avenue Dam down town Des Moines. rlw 
I ks Moin<·s and l~arroon nvers merge into on<.' Hl lh1s 
d,un. Follow I sl ~~ south along the west nverbank 
\ou'll s<'<' Pnm 1pal Pa1 k baseball stachum on yo\11 right. 
!lll'n turn toward the riwr on Scott at the lrHffic light. 
5) SE 6th St Bridge, Des Moines. Cottonwood trees 
ow1 hang wal<'l that only freezes in the coldest win ter 
l>oz<·ns of <'agil's congn•gatc here- park on eit h<'r side 
ol tI ll' h1 1dgv. 
6) F 14th St. Bridge Des Moines. I ake I· lith ~~ from 
elm\ ntown south to lht' nvvr l h:s boat ramp ofl<·n has 
clost'·Up vit'\\ing. so stay in the car \ nt'\\ boat ramp 
hu tlwr south oft \'anclalia Road in Pleasant I 1111. just l'ast 
ol I hghway li5, is anotlwr potential \W\\Ing spot 
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~lA E 
JA lUND\ 
VA..N )AIIAfi:O 
PUA~ 
HIU 
IWNTOWN 
l OESMOINES IOMIL[S NW ..) 
Yll 0W8APII<S 
PAP< 
7) /low Banks Pa Pleasant Hill. llll'"<' 517 acres hold 
bill rf..., 0\'t'rlooking lht 0\'lf \\ lth SJ>l'l\Cit'Uiar panoraJllit' View .... 
of .... oaring <'agk ..... plus \\:inter camping and cross·rountr~ 
.... kiing and .... now..,hoeing ~outheast ol Plt•asan t I I ill on ~~· 
\,utdalia Road. b801 ~I :~2nd Ave .. Pll'asant ll ill. 5o:~ t t . 
• > l.r21)1i-l51i3. 
B) Runnells Wildlife Area, Pinchey Bottoms, Runnells. 
I Ills slate \\llcllift• management area just a f<·w miles south of 
l~unlwlls 1s a lavorite with local btrders. (For dirPdlons. www. 
low,tbirds.org/ places/ ga.zelteet a ... p) 
9) Lake Red Rock Knoxville. I agles lc)\'(· lema's largest 
n•st•rvoir, 3!) miles southeast of lks \louws ofl ll igln-..ay !G3. 
< >nl' spot b<'IO\\ tht dam. named for n now IH'd Iowa birdt•r 
Glady~ Black.'"' one of the state's pn•mier l'agll'·Watching spots. 
Onl' roost can host up to 200 ( aglt•s. l~tke Rl·d ~ock. 1105 Jlwy 
Tl.>. l\nowille. )013b: 641-828 7522 or fw l-G21'\-X690, www.mvr. 
us,tr<'.<lrlny.rml. RedRock ~ 
f'EllA 
LA KE REO ROCK 
Last wtnter, the DNR's annual mtd-winter bald-eagle 
survey counted nearly 2,600 bald eagles tn Iowa, 
down from previous years The dtp ts ltkely due to 
warmer temperatures, but here's what you can do 
to assure a happy resting spot for our wmter 
visitors, accordtng to Polk County Conservation 
Board naruraltst Joe Boyles: 
• Support local conser t o ups The Iowa 
Natural Hentage Foundation, Audubon Soc1ety, 
Sierra Club, Nature Conservancy, Pheasants 
Forever, Ducks Unlimited and National Wild 
Turkey Federation are just a few of the groups 
that restore and conserve habitat. 
• Support your local co ~ d o o d . 
~There's so much work to do on public lands 
today, and there's only so much tax dollars can 
accomplish," says Boyles. 
• Mark the ' I o or, c 
where your money d~rectly supports 
non-game wildlife. 
• .-urcnase a natural resource license plate or 
gift certificate at www.iowareap.com 
• Even if 1 u do1 t hunt or frsh buy a lrcense 
.. 'l r and the habitat stamps that go with it. 
All your money goes mto habitat conservation. 
Buy at www.wlldlifelicense.com/ia/ 
• rul.ol 're a property r ioer a. 
er so it can be protected 
for future generations. 
• ad up on eftorts to mak as ao 
e r l .. One s1te t o check 
out: www. growinggreencommuntties.com. 
A few stops along the way to stay warm and happy on a winter weekend. 
SC' ... I'"E trl ER 0 CWI\ Downtown's wonderful new museum 
feature s exh1b1ts on Iowa's current nighttime sky sans light 
pollut1on in the planetarium. Check out the Iowa animal spec1es 
displays, plus a cave w1th geodes and a fossil d1g AdmissiOn charged. 
401 West Martin Luther King Jr Pkwy., Des Moines, 515 274 6868; 
www.sciowa org 
HESSEN HAUS: Directly north of the Science Center, try this authentic 
German bierhaus, with great drshes like Hunter's P1zza (topped 
with pheasant, duck and wild boar sausage), weinerschnitzel and 
sauerbraten. And really huge steins of beer Further north on 4th 
Street, The Royal Mile is as close as you'll get to dmmg in a Br1t1sh 
pub w1thout buying a plane ticket. 101 4th St., Des Mo1nes; 
515 288 2520, www.hessenhaus.com. 
STATr F P L Ill From the gigantic mammoth 
unearthed downtown to a cramped coal mme, explore Iowa's 
resources from preh1stor1c times to Ding Darling and present. Rocks 
from Geode State Park and sand art from Pikes Peak State Park are 
worth a look. (Don't miss the great coffee on the third floor, or 
wonderful teas at Gong Fu across the street to the west) . Free. 600 E. 
Locust, Des Moines; 515-281-5 1 11 ; www.iowahistory.org. 
EAS r VILLAGE Explore the area around the State Historical Building, 
now hopp1ng with trendy shops and eateries. K1tchen Collage 
peddles groovy culinary trinkets, and you' ll get all your Valentine's 
Day gifts off the list among the lot1ons and potions of Eden. Fine 
Italian cu1sme 1n Lucca 1s a real treat. www.seedesmomes.com 
~ED 1vK t- TtR Checkouttheexh1b1tsonlake 
history, area wildlife and a n1ce gift shop. Park rangers answer 
quest1ons about surrounding wildlife. Free. 11 OS Hwy T1 5, Knoxville; 
641 828"7522 or 641-628-8690; www.mvr.usace.army.mti/RedRockl 
recrea t ton/vis i rorscen rer.h tm. 
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• 
THE CITY THE GLACIERS MISSED 
DUBUQUE'S STEEP CANYONS GARGANTUAN FISH. SOARING RAPTORS. ANCIENT SUPPER CLUBS, AND QUITE 
POSSIBLY THE WORLD'S BEST BED YOU MIGHT VISIT DUBUQUE FOR THE SMITHSONIAN-AFFILIATED NATIONAL 
MISSISSIPPI RIVER MUSEUM AND THE LOCAL ROCK·STAR PARK, MINES OF SPAIN, BUT YOU LL BE SURPRISED 
WHEN THE CITY AND ITS RIVER REVEALS MUCH, MUCH MORE . 
• 
- ~ •• It .. • • . .. 
• 
-· 
.. .... 
-
_,---
,. 
J .. 
TOP LEFT )nr ou t.e mannas glows m the early 
1qt LOWER RIGHT· The Fenelon Place El<'VdtOr offer~ 
d n1qht v1ew 1 I ntown, and beyond the MISSISSIPPI 
R1v<>r Although the tamed elevator b1lled dS the worlds st>ortest 
steepest scemc rd1lway doesn t operate at o1ght or dunng the 
wmt<>r, viSitors Cdn dnve to the top of 5 ll ~='enelon PI ce JUSt 
off west nwd Street for pctrlOrdmlc v1ews. 
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T rees and scrub n...,e and fall abo"e knobs of :\laquoketa shale as the Mississippi R1ver flows 1cy 
in the d1stance. Io,._a·s oldc.'st city was founded on the.' 
nation's largL st river, taking its abundance from a few 
of 1h 2,350 miles As the city updates its look and feel. 
it looks to tiH' river once again for inspiration. 
The river museum pays tnbute to its wildlife and 
ecology Rivt·r ru1s1nc.' guest-stars on local menus. Local 
wines b01 row 1h name Miles of trails lead travelers 
through 1ts tremendous earthly pleasures. Even budget 
lodgings afford views of its muddy majest} -and this 
time of year. that probably means views of nesting bald 
eagles. too. 
We give you Dubuque, a destmation that"s as much a 
surprise ol abundance as the natural wonder 1t's butlt upon. 
REFUGE FOR WILDLIFE AND TRAVELER 
rhe heart of Dubuque IS a grand sight. its fine old house" 
sp11ling down st<'<'P bluffs The well-preserved brick 
ro\\ hou...,t -style downtown -;eems to be dusted off and newly 
vital ~hops sl·ll antiques and clothes. and neighborhood 
bars and unique eateries line the main streets Bricktown, 
a recently renovated warehouse, offers local brews and pub 
food You can stay in one of the bluffside painted lad1es and 
have a fantastic view within walking distance of shops. 
But one magical place north of town serves up the 
quietc>r -;ide of th1s river city's charms. 
rour Mounds Inn B&B sits on 60 acres of rolling woods, 
a sprawling M 1ss1on-style bungalow on the banks of the 
Mississippi. On<• local family's former country estate now 
serves a" a refuge for man, bird and beast. 
C1u<•sts settle into riverside Adirondock chatn> 
-with warm t<•mperatures of recent winters, the water 
ha.., n·mained unf1 Olen, affording a daily shO\\ of bald 
eagles. Groomed paths pass sacred burial mounds of 
woodland Amcncan Indians. 
Jay Potter cares for the quiet woods. The Iowa Natural 
Heritage Foundation 1s in this picture, too. Together, 
they're restoring prairie on-site, and clearing exotic 
species such as buckthorn or honeysuckle that choke 
out the oak savannah this once was. 
"We try to restore the balance of the land," Potter 
says. "That also restores the history here." 
A stay at Four Mounds also restores the soul. Lodging 
guests devour hearty Iowa breakfasts- think cream-
cheese-and-p<•ach French toast- prepared by innkeeper 
Marie Fitzgerald Guest rooms are beautiful in their 
simplicity. But the best room, if you can get it, is the 
Majestic River ~ui t e. 
A brick firc.'placc warms the main sleeping area, but 
the stunner is the sleeping porch, where sun floods 
through expansive windows on three sides. With the 
Miss1ss1ppi flowing just steps away, it's like camping 
-without bugs, and with down pillows. Bundled in an 
electric blanket, you'll '"'ake with that curiou" pleasure 
of a cold face kissed by fresh air. 
"Earl} spnng. you might see 15 goldfinches-
ou1 state b1rd- at the thistleseed feeder" That'" Bill 
Pnmasmg. also kno,.,n at Four Mounds as The Bird Guy, 
a ne1ghbor who keeps the many feeders full for orioles, 
bluebird'>, rose-breasted grosbeaks, purple martins, 
indigo buntings, falcons, nuthatches and red-headed 
woodpeckers. 
"'People always wish they had another night with us, 
they're so relaxed here." she says "In the winter, it's 
pnstme. It's just a blanket of white spotted with a few 
an1mal tracks The spring wildflowers are JUSt incredible. 
That huge maple tree outside the '"indow there' People 
ah"a> s ask 1f they can cltmb it ure they can! It's JUst 
that ktnd of place·· 
TRAILS, MINES AND FUN 
I our \lounds I" a fine introduction to Dubuque's 
hospitality and natural wonders Locals cros<.;-countr;r 
sk1 in places like the Heritage Trail, covenng 26 miles of 
formt>r railroad into a 450-foot deep valle} past old mining 
and mill towns- the piece of land around the town of 
Graf is particularly scenic and flat. 
~wiss Valley Nature Preserve, though its interpretive 
c<•nter is closed in winter, offers 10 miles of trails 
through stunning forest, prairie and wetland. A tension 
bridge is one highlight- another is the cathedral-like 
g1 ace of bowing trees overhead. 
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But the name most common on the lips of locals wh e n 
you ask for a trail recommendation is the rugged Mllll'S 
of ~pain ~tatP Recr eatiOn Area- 1.387 acres of national 
histone landmark. This National Wildlife Federation 
go lcl<·n chi ld has limestone canyons so deep you can't 
hike out of some, and e nough critters to designate it a 
Wale hablc Wildlife Area 
\\'hdc much of the original timber was logged during 
the s t<·amboat era, portionc; were le ft untouched. including 
some 250-year-old burr oaks lf s joined \\lth I· .B. Lyons 
Prairie Woodland Preserve. where a nature center tells 
of the local history of lead mining entrepreneur Julien 
Dubuque. Tlw city's namesake leased these lands from 
SpaUl, which claimed O\\nership of these parts in tht• late 
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1 J f-Ive m ~'>IV Jqu fl m houst> a vcmety of 
hfe at the Nation 11 M1~ 1 1pp R1wr Museum 
wh1ch 1s accredited by th Amefl(an Assoc•at1on 
of MusE.ums Only q per nt of c; museums 
Me granted thJt 1\onor 2 & 4) lct>F€'st held by 
the museum the IJst tllrP w ekends n January 
offers snow and 1 e (drvmq trad1t1onal1ce 
ttarvest and f1shmq and 1c~> saf ty mformauon 
3 ) V1s1to•s q nd rat I v 1n mJis learn dt wet 
labs opPratt> towb at lmuldtorc; Jnd t ke 
•he helll' n d bd•ge p1lot house Sl Northeast 
Iowans embra' thP s dsoo With w111ter h1kes 
and sk11r Mmes of 'lpatn State Recre 
at1on Ar 6) e fiVer frozen hNe, offers great 
edgle We below lock and Ddm 11 The 
Bald Eagle watch on January 1 3 offers a day of 
eagle watchtnq w1th $1 roundtrip trolley fides, 
complete With hot cho,olate from the Grand 
R1ver Center to VII:'Wing locat1om L1ve eagles, 
hawks owls and fakon< dfE on d1splay mdoors 
Ch1ldren s events are scheduled dt the fiVer 
center and state and locdl ndture centers 
tncludtnq thE 11NR s E B yom Nature (.enter at 
M1nes of Sp.1 n Rec rt-.Hton Ar a For Bald Et~gle 
Watch details contilct the D buque Chamber 
of Commerce ar 1 8 198 8b44 71 Ice Fest 
mm• qolftnq on the Ice HdlbOf For lceFest 
detd Is contact the museum dt 1 BOO 226 3369 
4 
1700s One former mine remains on the propett} for tour-.;, 
and the old lead prospector's gravcsite 1s marked \\ilh the 
city's famed Julien Dubuque Monument w1thin tlw park 
ONR -;uperintendent Way ne Buchholtz, watches 
over the wetlands, creeks, fores ts. prairie's, nwadows 
and river. as well as its inhabitants that includ<' bobcat. 
red shou ldered hawk, and bald eagle . 
Buchholtz speaks wtth vtsitors in front of a window that 
reveals yet more birds, feasting on black -.;unflowet and 
thtslle-.;ced He pomts the thtck finger of an outdoorsman 
and says, "The formations you see here arc the remams of 
an anc1ent ocean. Particularly tn wmter. that limestone peeks 
through the forest floor There's a corner of lo\\cl that the 
glacters mtssed- and Dubuque is at the \('ry point of il." 
The north sect tOn of the park follows Catfi"h ( rt'<.>k. 
a thick forest \\tth ancient oaks. white birch. aspen. 
hickory. hackberq. and chokecherry trees A man-made 
wetland and canyon-ltke abandoned limestone quarry 
where owls roost add to the abundant wildlif<' and 
adventurous hiking or skiing on 12 miles of trails 
BIG RIVER INSPIRES 
Wise!:,-. Dubuque draws from its biggest asset for ih 
be"t attraction. 
The ~nuthsonian-affiliated National Mississippi 
Rtver t\.luseum and Aquarium is an open. atry space in 
the harbor-sidt• Port of Dubuque The museum pa) s 
homage to tht• ,, .. orld's fourth-largest nver that dram" 
approximatt>ly to percent of the continental L ~ \\ tth ftH' 
huge freshwater aquariums, live-animal exhibits, wet labs, 
towboat simulators and tons of activities and exhibits. 
Toddlers crouch to watch turtles bump and bumble 
along a massive tank . Nearby, miniature landscapes flood 
at the flip of a switch. Two women study a water moccasin 
for the first time without the queasy panic it would cause 
at the actual river. A gigantic catfish weighing more than 
100 pounds ogles at a little girl. who ogles him back. 
Perhaps she's thinking of the noodling display she saw 
upstairs, and scurries off with a guide to touch crawdads 
One family struggles to pronounce the many names of thts 
wondrous water The Ojibwe called it Meche Sebe. To French 
explorers, thts was the St. Louis. To Oscar Hammerstetn, 
01' Man River. \\'hat we call it now is a derivation of a few 
different tribal names, generally meaning "Big Rtvt•r." 
"This must·um was the culmination of a great dream," 
s.t) s executive dtrector jerry Lnzler, the museum's 
onginal employee Ill 1975 when the city ftrst began 
plotting to butld it After five years of planning, the 
museum opened with just the <>teamboat William M. 
Black showcasing river history exhibit" 
"Back then. we wanted to preset ve the history of the 
Upp<.>r Mtssts..,ippi," says Enzler "A boat) ard had gone 
out of busuwss, which got U'i thmk1ng Dubuqu<' had thts 
n markable nver hentage we \\anted to pr<•st•rve." 
But in the 1990s. as a museum group studied lh<' 
fl\{ r ~significance. the} broadened thur mtssion from 
a local angl<· to a more uni\ersal view of river ecolog} 
'I he t·urrent stte opened in 2003. Outside the fadlitlt'"· 
the museum offers summer eco-tours for on-site river 
('ducation. and community programs such as a storm-
drain stenciling campaign stamping each gutter with tlw 
words "Drains to Stream, Drains to River, Drains to Gulf." 
The museum recently hosted a nationalt{' leconfercncc 
on river and ocean literacy, and hopes to expand with 
a Rivers to the Sea Museum, complete \\ith a theater. 
children's splash zone and research center. 
"We realized that you can't separat<' tlw past from tlw 
futun•, and you can't separate histoq from the cnvtronment," 
hnzler says. "That's still the key to our success. \Ye'n• 
pn•sentmg the river the way it is nO\\, and how tt got that 
\\a}, and the forces influencing its future \\ e \'iclllt peopl<• to 
<"xpenence the river with as many senses as posstble " 
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~===\LOST IN IOWA 
Tlw look of ;me on visitors' fac(s sho\\s the mu-.,t·um'-., 
sucet'ss at J'l'Vl'aling- tht \lt-.,stsstppt s tn•asu n•, ''hilt· 
pointing out its rhalleng-t:s In the adjoining Wood,-..·ard 
l\lust'Uill t•xhibit. the rher Lakes on a first·pl'rson vokt• to 
speak for itsf'lf. extt•ncling a hand holding a drinking glass 
at cliffl'rl'nt points in the dtsplay to ask visitors if tlwy'd 
feelcomfortabll' taking a dnnk during American Indian 
times. or tht· Industrial Age, or now. 
Tht• messagt• is clear· unintentional consequences of 
progrt•ss takt• a toll on the very man<"b that inspin• us. 
A video ganw t'alled "River of ( hottl's" pn•st•nts 
chalh•ng<'" tht• riv<"r lace:-.- \\tthout favoring the 
point of vit•w of any of its man) u"cr". That kind of 
tair-handt•dJH's" is one of the rl'asons rough!) a quarter· 
million yearly \'isitors leave with rtnewed passion. 
"!don't know how many people have .... aid to lllt' 
that tlwy plafl!ll'd to spend an hour here. but L'!Hled up 
.... pt•nding live. tlwn coming back the rwxt day for mort•," 
says Enzlt•r. 
RIVER LOVE 
Ju .... t ,1 nult Cl\\,1}', on Dubuque Island. Charlie Gn•tzingt•r 
of Catfish Charlie's n slaurant. circulate" among his 
~aturday-nig-ht guesh "This river. it's'' hy I moved hl'l'l' ... 
he says. "It's m}sltral to me And th1s place, Dubuque. it's 
on<" of the lwst-k<·pt secrets of the world" 
Though most ever)' city booster wtll say that sort of 
thing about their lo\',:n. if you visit Dubuque. you'll feel 
the vibt· of 'A hat tlw enthusiastic Coon Rapids transplant 
is saying. He moved here for Jove A different kind of love 
struck him wlwn he arrived . 
• 
I 
• 
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"In summer, if 1t's a nice day. you've got ;{00 boats out 
there." he motions past his :~.:lOO squan•-foot deck where 
you can just imagine a local band revving up a crowd. 
Plcttt•s of gigantic onion rings, \\allt•ye chct•ks and 
a buck<"l of O}ster "tLamers an· passt•cl around. 
This is tht rt\er 111 entertainment moclt•, and the 
et owd s love i l 
"\\e ny to Phoenix We ny to \egas. And we've got 
all th1s lwrc and most people• don't even know it." 
~utrby. the ne\\ Grand Harbor Hesorl and Waterpark 
l t hoes with squeals and laughlt·r. The rooms above the 
watt•rpark O\ierlook the rea--on everyont• is here. 
"People come becaust of the ri\'t•r. and tlw way 
the city ha-., built on it," says GretzingN. 
He'.., right. As it alway .... ha-.,, tlw rh·er lun·s us 
to come. and take some of its riches home with us. !I! 
WORTH A SIDETR/P 
Bankston 1s a church. a feed store, a handtit! oflwuses and 
one park u•1th a fine trout stream for yrar-round fishing 20 
m1les t<·est of Dubuque. !/there wrre a suburb in Bankston, 
the so a ring grace of Park Farm Winery t<'ould be in it. 
JJat·e Cushman returned to these tree-blanketed hills after 
working as a Cll'll engineer out west The affable young guy 
with a short.fu/1 ponytail bu11t the soanng terra cotta-colored 
chateau u•1th hisjam1/y 111 2001 using cnrrgy-cfficirnt 
insulated concrete forms and a geoti1C1111al energy system 
It's a scenic roadside stop Looktng tou•ard Rankston Park 
from the back porch of the mass11·c U'lllr.r_v. Cushman says, 
"I'm actually closer to fly-fishing here than I was in Colorado. · 
FOR YOUR INFORMATION: 
·Park Farm Winery: 15159 Thielen Road, Bankston, 
52039. 563 584 0062, www.parkfarmwinery.com. 
·The Inn at Four Mounds: Doubles from $75, MaJeStiC 
River Suite $135. 4900 Peru Road, Dubuque, 52001-
8304. 563 557 7292; www.fourmounds.org. 
· Mines of Spain State Recreation Area and E. B. Lyons 
Prairie Woodland Preserve and Nature Interpretive 
Center: When dnvmg, follow signs for E.B. Lyons 
Nature Center. Center is open weekdays, closed 
weekends except for Sunday programs on subjects 
such as photography, papermaking, XC sk1 bas1cs, 
or wildlife lectures 8991 Bellevue Heights, Dubuque, 
52003-9214 563· 556-0620 www.minesofspain org 
• National Mississippi River Museum & Aquarium: 
Adult admission $9 95, sen1ors $8 95, kids 7-17 $7 50, 
children 3-5 $4. 350 East 3rd Street, Port of Dubuque, 
Dubuque, 52001. 563 - 557 9545; 
www.mississ ippirivermuseum com 
·Swiss Valley Nature Preserve: 13606 Sw1ss Valley 
Road, Peosta, 52068 563 556-6745; 
www.dubuquecounty com/Nature.cfm. 
• The Heritage Trail: 
www dubuquecounty com/ HeritageTrail 
• Catfish Charlie's River Club: Kid-friendly. 
Entrees from $8 95 $31 95. 1630 East 16th Street 
563-582 8600; www catfishcharllesonline.com 
• Grand Harbor Resort and Waterpark: 350 Bell Street, 
Dubuque, lA 52001 Doubles from $99. 563-690-4000, 
www grandharborresort com 
·Sweeney's Supper Club: An old-school joint that's 
so stra1ght out of the 1940s that it feels kmd of eene 
Relish plates piled with vegg1es, cheddar cheese 
spread and home-made liverwurst. Short dnve from 
Four Mounds B&B along U S. 52 in the north end 
of Dubuque 11777 Highway 52 North, Dubuque, 
563 -552 1101 
ONTHFMAP 
1) National Mississippi River Museum & Aquarium 
2) Mines of Spain State Recreation Area and 
E.B. Lyons Prairie Woodland Preserve and 
Nature Interpretive Center 
3) The Heritage Trail 
4) Swiss Valley Nature Preserve 
5 ) Grand Harbor Resort and Waterpark 
6 ) The Inn at Four Mounds 
KEEP THE RIVER CLEAN 
Wayne Buchholtz. Mines of Spam superintendent, says he's found 
tires, rat/road ties, enormous mounds of grass clippings and an LP 
tank in Ca tfish Creek, where the Mtsstsstppt backs up if i ts waters 
me. And that's JUst the short lis t. Since every river in Iowa eventually 
dumps mto the Mississippi, keeping our streams and waterways 
clean should be a priority as good tenants on the nation's greatest 
river, he says. Here's what you can do: 
• Get involved m city and county government. This IS where the 
deciSions are made regarding land use - spea k up for clean 
water and wild places. 
• Never dump anything down storm drains or roads ide ditches. The 
water goes directly into our lakes and streams Nothing but ra1n 1n 
the dram' 
• Use a broom to sweep extra fertilizer and grass from sidewalks or 
driveways, back onto the lawn. Test soils before fert ilizmg Get the 
right balance, and don t overfertilize 
• Recycle. Everything from exp~red medication to batteries to 
paint has a recycling program Call around and fmd out how to 
properly dispose of all your waste (Dubuque even has a program 
for recycling table waste) 
• Volunteer. V1sit a local nature area, and offer your services 
There's always someth ing to do, from prairie planting to litter 
pickup along the nver to water testing through the DNR's Iowa 
Water Program,H says Buchholtz. (www.IOwater.net/) 
·Pick up after your dog, and throw the waste in th e garbage. 
·Talk to kids abou t conserva t ion practices. "I've found that works 
best They're the ones who pass it on," says Buchholtz. 
DUBUQUE 
IlliNOIS 
* 
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Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of shovelnose 
sturgeon d1ed along a SO·mile stretch of the Des 
Momes R1ver between Ottumwa and Bonaparte 
last July T1ssue samples sent to the U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service laboratory in LaCrosse. WI 
yielded inconclusive results. 
·we strongly suspected a health issue with 
the fish; perhaps a v1ral pathogen," offers DNR 
fisheries biolog1st Mark Flammang. "However, the 
fish we provided (for testing) were too degraded 
to study further.w Whether the cause IS water 
quality related or due to the health of sturgeon 
populations is unknown 
Several midsummer sturgeon die offs 
occurred locally and in the Rock River in Illinois 
1n the last decade, but researchers can't pin 
down a cause such as low water flow, high water 
temperatures, introduction of some agent into 
the water or a combination. "Even 1f a v1ral agent 
had been at work, we would still hope to find a 
water quality issue that m1ght expla1n the large· 
scale stress that would allow a v1rus to affect so 
many fish. It's k1nd of bafflmg," says Flammang, 
who notes other spec1es don't appear affected 
during sturgeon die offs. The magnitude of the 
2006 kill, their continuing frequency, and the 
growing interest of sturgeon in commercial 
markets make finding a cause critical. 
l 
J 
I 
last two }ears. about 2,000 fish have been tagged tn llw.; 
stretch of the river. 
At first glance. this is no different than other ONR 
fish sampling surveys. This project, though, seeks to 
snuff a ticking time bomb. The world caviar market has 
disintegrated and Iowa sturgeon and paddlefish are next 
up on the worldwide auction block. "We arc trying to 
learn everything about sturgeon," emphasizes Hansen. 
"There just aren't that many big, mature ones out there" 
Slow to grow and to reproduce, the 25 species of 
sturgeon - and the1r distant cousins. the paddlefish -
rate worldw1de concern Much of their range. The Ca..,p1an. 
Black and Aral ~eas in sou thern Europe and west As1a 
and tn North -\menca. the coastal rivers of the ;'\l'orthwest 
and the large \l1dwe..,t nver sy terns have undergone 
radical changt·s 111 the last century. For a fish that has 
changed little in the last 300 million years, the damn11ng 
of migration routes. loss of spawning g rounds and rismg 
pollution over the last few decades have walloped them in 
a relative blink of an eye Now, there's new threats over-
fishing and poachmg 
Through the 1800..,, North American Atlantic sturgeon 
suppli ed fine caviar for most of European and American 
high society. 0v<'r-fishing caused those populations to 
plummet. Not to worry, though. For the next century, 
the "caviar crowd" embraceo the Caspian Sea. as it 
provided nearly 90 percent of the world's Beluga, 
Osetra and Sevruga sturgeon roe; the eggs processed 
into the fine"t caviar. Life was good. 
However. w1th the ~oviet Union collapse in the 
1990s, enforcement of sturgeon harvest quotas 
virtually disappeared. The Russian Mafia took over the 
lucrative busmess Sturgeon poaching was rampant as 
profitee rs eyed $100 an ounce retail prices for top cav1ar 
Compounding the c risis. the inland seas have s hrunk 
as rivers are diverted for irrigation and other purposes. 
Water that trickles in is pollute d. As a result. s turgeon 
have less area to live. cannot reach much of the ir 
hi s torical spawning grounds and ingest increased levels 
of toxins. Populations have plummeted by about 80 
percent. Some species are threatened with extinction. 
Tt also has the caviar pendulum swingi ng back to 
North America. where biologists worry that sturgeon 
populations are too low to support the caviar indus try 
in the long run. Commercial sturgeon 'farms' fill 
part of the demand. The concern , though, is that it 
unintentionally masks the illegal take of wild sturgeon 
and that regulations are not strong enough or are being 
flaunted to the point that wild populations might not 
recover from yet another heavy blow. 
B1olog1sts 1nsert quarter inch microch1ps under the leathery skin of 
netted shovelnose. If recaptured, a magnetiC wand (below) activates 
the ch1p to transmit an 1dent1fication code to track the cond1t1on, 
growth and movement of fish. Passive integrated transponders (PIT) 
are s1m1lar to tags used to Identify household pets 
BIG FISH MUST DIE 
To harvest roe. the big fish must die rhis is no 
delicate hatchery ope ration. where 'ripe' brood fish are 
mas5aged to release the eggs from the11· bellies b<:>fore 
bemg n·turned to their well-fed existence in race\\ ays 
or ponds Though there is some experinwntation .... ith 
su rgical roe removal and rehabilitation in commercial 
aquaculture s ituations. the standard practice is to kill 
females . cut them open and remove the eggs. Some fish 
hold thou'iands of dollars of futu re caviar in the ir bellies. 
In Iowa, commercial s hove lnose fi shing is allow<'d 
on th<' Mississippi River. For decades. fishermen 
netted sturgeon; selling meat locally, fresh or s moked. 
or s upplying regional markets. That market is now 
international and it is caviar, not smoked s turgeon, 
driving it. New Iowa regulations, which took effect thi s 
past summer. are designed to rein in the growing demand 
for a shrinking resource . 
"We knew what was happening to the Russian cav iar 
indus try and we began seeing much more interes t in 
sturgeon around here. We were getting a lot of out of 
s tate commercial fishermen. and they all were interested 
in sturgeon," recalls Jones , a fi s he ries technician for 
PRICES OF CAVIAR PER OUNCE, OCTOBER 2006 
(sources for prices Fme Food lnternauonal and Markys.com) 
BELUGA IMPERIAL I$130 1so1 
OSETRA ROYAL (S7o-&2l 
SEVRUGA (S6S·8Sl 
I-
t- FARM-RAISED WHITE STURGEON 
1--
1-
I 
t- FARM-RAISED WHITE STURGEON S64 70WHEN AVAIL. IMPERIAL1 
PADDLEFISH 
l about tlw only one left in the country you can fish All 
the other~ are threatened or t•ndangNcd or protected," 
warned Bobb\ Reed in an Associated Press story Reed 
ts chair of the natwnal paddlefish and sturgeon comrmtlec 
lor tlw 23 state r\ltsstss1ppi Intl'rstall' Cooperative 
Re'iouru \-. ... ociatJon ().liCRA.) 
Rent>attonal fishing for sturgeon is still allowed 
throughout Iowa. wtth no daily or It ngth limit Recreational 
anglers, however. cannot sell any part ol any fish they catch 
._1- _ SA_L_M_O...~.~._N ____ J..._• ___ ....l'-----'----____...J' BOOM AND BUST 
0 $20 SSO $70 S90 S150 A decade or so ago in Iov .. ·a, high prices led to a big 
the last 10 year" at the D'\ R's Bellevue management 
"tattoo on the \ltsst..,slppt Rt\er By tht• l'nd ol 2002. Iowa 
commerctal angler" \Hrt' required to report their harvest 
of sturgeon meal and egg" They showed 2:~:) pounds of 
roe taken that first 1 c•ar One year later. th<· harvc•st leapt 
to 2,019 pounds And 1t'" gone up each year since 
everal year-. ago, one commerc1al operator 1 eported 
taking sturgeon roc in Jo,va "\ov •. then are at ll•asl 13. 
And with a wide open river. officers \\Orry about what 
they can't see "'-,omc of our commerCial harH stcr-. are 
\eq. honest ~oml may not be," offer" D R ron-.ervation 
officer Burl\\ alters, \\hO patrols the ~lts..,ts..,lppt Rtver. 
"\Ye have had commerrtal guys who come up from 
Tennessee. They tell us specifically they were here for 
sturgeon and getting S80 to $90 a pound for first cut 
sturgeon roe" \\'alters feels only a fraclton of what 1s 
caught is reported 
Iowa's new regulations allow no commeretal shovelnose 
sturgeon fishtng from Ma1 16 to Oct 14. In s('a..,on, a 
fish must be at least 27 tnches long, wtlh a maxunum of 
34 mches between Iowa and Wisconsin Also, fish must 
remain intact unltl reaching the final processing facility 
The length limit shou ld allow more Mississippi Rive r 
shovelnose to reach maturity and spawn. "We rea lize it had 
become big busineo..;<.; for commercial fishermen We don't 
want to take that away," explains Han~en "At the same 
time. we have to ensure the fishery is ~ustamable This 
1s the last strong populatiOn of sturgeon on a large scale. 
It's about time we learned our lesson " 
Or cou ld it open the door for violator~? " It 's going to 
increase poaching," voices commercial fisherman Ralph 
Moen of Harper's Ferry. Substantia l busts of sturgeon 
and padd lefish poachers have have bee n reported in 
s tates that boas t sl rugeon populations, from the Midwest 
to the Deep South to the West Coast " I t'~ "uch big money 
down South that it is going to happen " loen says he 
m:1de only about $500 from the sale of stu rgeon roe las t 
year- and that th e restrictions only make it tougher for 
the few remai n111g in-slate commercial anglrrs 
States from Wisconsi n to the Deep South have clamped 
down on commercia l s turgeon harvest, to o "They're 
targeti ng the s hove lnosc sturgeon becaus<' that's just 
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increase in the hanesl of mussels on the ).lisstsstppi 
River. That pr<'s-..ure and, most likl·ly, water qualtt} 
factors pushed mussel populations to dangerous IO\\ s 
Waitt rs wornes that the pn•so..;urc on sturgeon mirrors 
the clamming mdustq 's "boom and bust" past That 
become" ()uite obvwus, with a ke) point in the annual 
harvest report The roe harve"t has sk} rocketed but the 
meal harvest 1s dropping "\\ <''H• st en them out on the 
water sorttng f1sh The) 'rc tossing back the males and 
kecpmg the npe females," says Walters "Female sturgeon 
don't -..pawn every year an) way. Th<) re remoVIng ) ears 
of spawning potential with each female kept." 
(a-.ptan '-,ea Beluga caviar IS the "creme de Ia creme" 
of eltl<' eah. gractng tables at tht mcht elegant social 
affatrs Cuhnar} experts urge use of gold spoons to 
deltver the shiny "black gold" from the crystal serving 
dish to dtscnminating palates 1 hal 1s, when you can 
get roe !.ate!}. that hasn't been L'tlS) '-,oon. it may be 
imposstble As the $100 million global caviar industq. 
turns up-.1dc do,\n, the ripple-. arc being felt all the \\ay 
up thL ~ltssiSsippi River. 
\\til Iowa's ne\\ sturgeon regulations keep this relic of 
the dinosaur era from disappearing? Or will they block a 
small, very lucrative indu s tr y just getting off the ground? 
"We are defi nite ly concerned because it lake so many 
years for them (fish) to mature There is going to be a lull 
in the harves t," admits Hansen of the clampdown "We 
have to protect this resource for lov .. a anglers. Hopefully, 
this will help avoid a huge mflux of people coming into 
Iowa to make a quick buck " 
1\ lore " turgeon s hould reach maturity now; able to 
spawn at least once before reachrng that 27-inch minimum 
length in Iowa's new regulations. Hansen's computer 
models indicate that should lead to a seve n-fo ld increase 
in s lurg<>on eggs and a subs tantial increa e in sturgeon 
numbers in th e years ahead "Every other species of 
stu rgeon that has been exploited has crashed. \\'e want to 
avoid that here ." ~ 
· Mtn1num size limit 27 inches (on border waters with IllinoiS) 
· Min1mum s1ze l1mit 34 inches (on border waters with Wisconsm) 
· Season closed from M ay 16 to Oct . 14 
· Fish must remain intact until reaching final processing facility 
(from DNR nouce of 1nrended act1on, 2006) 
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THE INCREASED APPEAL OF PADDLEFISH ROE 
They m1ght not be as popular as 
sturgeon, but paddlefish make the 
gourmet wish list, too. The co llapse of 
the Euro-As1an cav1ar 1ndustry is creat1ng 
a big demand for paddlefish roe, as well 
as sa lmon, whitefish and bowfin eggs. 
Paddlefish caviar sells for about $14 
an ounce. While not in the league with 
Beluga and o ther top-end products, 
the price creates a strong market. And 
w1th mature paddlefish tippmg the 
scales at 15 to 20 pounds and up, (by 
comparison, mature shovelnose sturgeon 
we1gh half that), they would seem to 
be a profit center Unlike sturgeon, 
though, paddlefish are off limits to Iowa's 
commercial anglers. 
But that doesn't necessarily let these 
"ancient mariners" off the ho k. Worried 
about lower paddlefish numbers, 
b1olog1sts 1n 23 states cov4Ved by the 
MICRA (Mississippi Inter ate Coopera tive 
Resource Association) ha e snagged 
the leathery-skinned paddlefish to 
weigh, measu re and tag th em for future 
identification. After a decade of study, 
it's a case of 'good news, bad news.' 
In seven of the last 10 years, Iowa 
paddlefish showed good reproduction. 
That bodes well or the future, w1th more 
young fish app ring. However, few big 
paddlefish show up m research snaggmg. 
"We had a 38-pounder last spnng and 
a few over 30 pounds. There were still a 
couple 50-pounders 1n 2004," recalls DNR 
f isheries technician Denny Wei ss. 
' ){.'"'-
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Shovelnose sturgeon produce roe upon 
maturity at 5 to 7 years of age Females 
do not spawn every year 
"But eight or 10 years ago, we would 
regularly snag fish over 30 pounds, 
and others over 40; even several over 
50 pounds. We just aren't getting the 
number of big ones anymore.'' Mortality 
rates are running about 60 percent in 
recent years, twice the rate from the 
1970s. Their data doesn't provide a firm 
reason for the increase. 
Migratory and environmental factors 
could impact the populations, but one 
leads back to the worst concerns of the 
caviar collapse: poaching. "Do we bel1eve 
1t 1s going on? Absolutely," declares DNR 
conservation officer Burt Walters. "Under 
the cover of darkness, a lot of thlfl9~ 99 
on. We just are not seeing that 6.0 pOUt\d 
paddleflsh that should be out there.• 
Aaron Dockum, a railroad employee, has 
permission to hunt tracks. private property 
normally off-limits to the public. 
I 
• 
A TALE OF TWO HUNTERS 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
COTTONTAIL RABBITS ARE IOWA'S MOST ABUNDANT GAME, BUT RABBIT HUNTERS 
ARE RARE. THESE IOWANS THRILL TO THE CHALLENGES OF HUNTING RABBITS ... 
TALE #1: The Ancient Falconer Returns 
A s if calling the meeting to order, Aaron Dockum raises his hiking staff and vigorously strikes the top of a large brush pile. When nothing happens, 
Dockum whacks it again. He then rallies the staff among 
the loosely piled branches as if stirring a kettle. 
The tactic works. The brush pi le's hidden occupant 
loses its nerve and erupts in a blurry explosion of snow 
and fur. The dislodged cottontail escapes with two foot 
bounds toward the next thick cover. 
The drama is interrupted by the sharp sound of bells 
Dockum's gaze quickly shifts skyward. "There she goes," 
he cries. "It looks good. She's on it." 
Dockum live- trapped this aerial member of the hunting 
party- an immature, female red-tailed hawk- earlier 
that fa ll. Now mid-winter, the bond was fo rged. The 
magnificent wild raptor was the loyal hunting companion 
of a man, Dockum, a licensed falconer. Their relationship 
strengthened with daily forays in search of rabbits. 
As winter continued, the cottontails had become 
tougher and faster while the raptor gained stn•ngth and 
cunning. By New Year's, the first season red tail proved 
herself a reliable game hawk. 
But even for a powerful bird, bagging a healthy rabbit 
is challenging. In Iowa's outdoors. predator and prc>y 
arc evenly matched. There are no guarantee.., for either 
contestant. and the pendulum of life and death swings 
both ways. 
Today's victory belongs to the rabbit. With the hawk 
just inches from seizing its prey, the cottontail makes it 
to the safety of an underground burrow fh<' reel tail pulls 
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pursuinJ,! cottontails across nortlwrn lov,:a habitats. 
Living in the frozen north. wt>alhPr is often a limiting 
lartor. WintPr storms and high winds can put hunting on 
hold- sometimes for day ... on end. But when storms pass, 
\\ inl<'r hen\ king heah up. 
''Our best hunts are t\\ o or thrt'P d;n s after a big 
sncmlall." sa}s Dockum. "By tlwn, rabbtts are pretty tired 
of being holed up underground and an out and active. 
\\e look in raspberry patches, IHushplles and prairie 
gr.tss- anything with canop}. Our usual tactiC 1s (for me) 
to bPat tlw brush \\ hile tiH' n•d-tail moves from treetop 
to lrt'l'lop watching for any rabbits that I flush Once 
sornt•thing moves. the chasl• is on. 
w'l his is our fir:-.t season logt•t}wr, a i ItS been exciting 
to watch the ha,s,·k get belll'r and bt'tlt r '>he's a smart 
bird. Onn· wt•'ve hunted the sanw plat t a couple of limes, 
she seems to know exactly where tlw rabbtts are going 
to pop out and where she should lw lo gel the best shots." 
he adds. 
"Ht•r •nl<·lligence and mt•nwry an• amazing. One day, 
slw caught a big cottontail in sonw brambles. It \\'as early, 
11SHE'S GOT IT,'' Dockum hollers. 
up, flying to the brant lws of a nearb} tollonvveHJcl Bells 
sound agam as thP ha\\k shakes to realign ht•J plumage. 
"That's OK It was a good effort." says Dockum 
"With allthLs<' tracks. we'll find mon•," lw pn•dJlls 
Trudging through knee-deep sno\\ drills, Dockum 
explains his lovl' of the ancient sport. ''I'm a hunter. and 
have alwa}s cnjoyl'd being outdoors \\'ith guns. we used 
to shoot all the rabb1ts we wanted ~onwtinH's our group 
would get as many as 20 1r1 an outing. i\ftn awhile that 
sort of lost1ts appeal and l was looktng for something 
better; a wa} to move on. I'd been interested 111 falconry 
for a long time but it s<'emcd so out of rl'al h. I ast \ear. 
I decided to try for my license ·· 
Falconry is chalk nging 'There's a lot involvl'd in keeping 
a \...-ild hawk in good flying condition Unlikt a shotgun, you 
don't just wipe 11 down and put it awa} \\hen }ou're done 
Falconry takes a lot of commitment to }Our b1rd" 
But falconry benefits easily outweigh th e work. The 
opportunity to hav<' a wild hawk as your hunting partner 
IS its own reward I he chance for close obsl'r va tion as a 
raptor chases and ralt hes game is sonwth1ng fe\\ people 
are privileg<:d to enjoy 
"Before it \\as all about numbers. but now things are 
different," says I>odwm 'Toda}. catching ont· or l\\O 
rabbits 1s a great hunt I he hawk feeds hers<'lf. and 
there's more than enough left over for me·· 
Dockum works for the Iowa Chicago & I' astern 
Railroad and spends late afternoons and most days-off 
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and I clecidl'd to keep hunting and 11 y for a double I fed 
hl·r a small tidbit (as a reward), slipped the rabbit behind 
my back and into the bag, and tht'n moved on " 
Rl'turning da) slater. the hawk fie\\ to the samL "pot 
in tlw bramblts. searching in lhl' snow. Dockum. contu--td 
at first. tlwn rt membered tlw cottontail "~he thought 
we'd left that rabbit thcrt .llld this tirm she wasn't going 
to lcavt• \\ilhout it." ht sa} s, laughing 
i\g;lln, bells nng. Look•ng up, Dockum spots the red-
tail In hoi pursu1t. pumpmg hard f01 its target. Although 
thick vegetatiOn prevents seeing the mtended target. the 
chase l'oncludes \\ith the hawk executing a "wing over," 
cr,tslllng into the co\'er l'rom SO yards, Dockum hears 
a "thud" <h the hawk pms 1ts quarn to the ground. 
"~IH s got it." Dockum hollt 1s 
~uambhng to th e scene. then· \\,\s no rabbit. but 
sonll'thing better- a proud }oung ha,.,k enthusia~tJcally 
plucking a very plump, dead 1 ooste t pheasant. The 
roos ter had been sprinting, undetected. far in advance 
Dockum is speechless ~ut'cl'ssfully bagging a pheasclnl 
w1th a trained red-tall 1s the ult•nwtc· hawking troph) 
"\II year. 1\ c had this goal of l atch111g one wild pheasant 
\\ 1th 111) red-tall." sa} s Dockum ··\\ l \·e had some near 
llllssl's, but th1s IS the f1rst om shl 's bagged. It's now 
been a periLcl season" 
\\ atch1ng lh1s awe insp1ring PICture of predator 
and prey, g1ant snowflakes bl•gan to gently drift from 
lh e darkening sky. The season was perfect. 
FALCONRY 
Falconry is among the oldest hunting forms, around for at least 4,000 years, first on the Mongolian steppes and later across the 
middle-east, falconry came to Europe as crusaders returned home in the 1 SOOs. European falconry, once an obsession, abruptly 
ended with the invention of gunpowder and firearms. Only SO Iowans, including Aaron Dockum, above, are licensed falconers. 
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BELOW Bob BenediCt. and h1s beagle, Penny, rest 
during a wmter rabb1t hunt A dedicated cotton-
tall aficionado, Bened1ct conducts many outmgs 
dunng January and February when more popular 
huntmg seasons are closed. "It's a great time of 
year" he says. "Even on b1g publ1c hunting areas. 
I usually have the place to myself" 
TALE #2: 
Fenceline Symphony; 
The Sound of the Hound Cannot Be Denied 
E ven before he cou ld carry a shotgun. Bob Benedict followed an un likely duo consisting of a golden retncvcr and one loud-mouthed beagle 
Whenever the beagle flushed a rabbit, the retriever 
would try to run it down "The Golden had longer legs, 
and if the snow wa-.; deep. tt might get lucky and catch 
something r.ven then. I knew there was something that 
made me want to follow those dogs- cspectally the beagle." 
That early beagle attraction is what cottontatl 
enthusiasts call the "sound of the hound" 
Once heard. the sweet baying of beagl<'s warms 
the heart. Regardless of whether you refet to the win ter 
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symphony as a bawl. bark. howl or chop. one fact is 
undl·niable 'o sweeter ~ound t'\CJ reaches the frozen 
car of a rabbtl hunter 
B} ,lgl' 11. Benedict had ht-.; ftr-.;t -.;hotgun - an H& R 
stngle shot HO He prompt!} bagged a plump cotwntatl 
Fout decade-; later. Benedict sltll follows beagles. He has 
but one dog at the moment- a stx season veteran named 
Penny. 
Comparrd to other working clogs, such a high-octane 
pointers. latd-back beagles are easy on the nerves fheir 
plea-.;ant disposittons are contag10us You'll rarely. tf ever. 
sec a beagle owner melt dcmn a-; hts dog run amuck tn 
the mtddle of the next sectton 
"It's not complicated. and the \\a} I hunt is prett} 
standard." says Benedict. who first finds good habtlat 
tlwn lets the dog run. "A good beagle already knows that 
it needs to head toward the brush and it doesn't take long 
before it fi nds the rabbit." 
Onet' flushed. it takes but seconds to put a sizeable 
distance between hound and rabbtt That's when the 
exrttcment. fun and mu~ic begm 1 ike mo t good beagle 
men. Benedict reltes on ::.ound to determi ne how and 
"here the hunt is going 
" If I stand in one spot and listen. Penny will let me 
know what's going on," he says. cal ling one of her sounds 
a 'frust ration bawl. ' "It's a two tonrd howl tha t almost ends 
in a growl. T hat tell s me she's grtling scent. but hasn't 
exactly figured out what the rabbit is doing or which 
way it went She's still trying to sort things out. A steady, 
excited bawl is good ll means she's getting plenty of 
scent and the rabbit is moving down the trail. Sometime-; 
a rabbit will ">lop and watt to see what the hound is dotng. 
When the dog gets close and jumps it she'll change to 
an excited, choppy bark. That tells me she's sighted the 
rabbit If a tratl gets cold, you'll just hear short bawls that 
are farther and farther apart." The fresher the -;cent, tlH' 
louder and more frequent the baying. 
Radio telemetry studies recently confirmed what rabbit 
hunters have known for generations. Cottontails conduct 
their daily activities confined to a well-defined home 
range and are reluctant to leave. Pursued by experiC'ncNI 
hounds, cottontails travel in a circle or loop which bring 
them back to where they were first jumped. The shape' of 
that loop is determined by the shape of the habitat. 
Some rabbit-loaded locales are not good for dogs, says 
Benedict. "The brush may be too thick or the cover may be 
too close to standing corn or cattails. Once rabbits get into 
this kind of cover they're usually home free. There's lots 
of barking for the dogs, but no good shots for the hunter." 
He likes hunting brushy fence rows or lines of habitat. 
"I try to find an obvious gap in the cover- a place where 
circling rabbits are likely to cross. On a good area, eight 
or 10 rabbits may end up using the same crossing. Once 
I decide where to be, I take a stand and get quiet. After 
7 THINGS YOU DIDN'T KNOW 
ABOUT RABBITS 
• 
Enriched with vitamins relea sed by beneficial bactena in 
the Intestine, rabbits eat the soft, moist greenish waste pellets 
of partially digested food. Called coprophagy, this animal 
behavior allows maximum nutrient intake. The second passing 
provides the familiar dry, brown pellets. 
Survive 12 months against predation, disease and traffic, and 
a young rabbit has beaten the odds as annual mortality rates are 
85 percent. Less than 1 percent of rabbits reach age two. Prolific 
breeding helps the species survive against owls, foxes, bobcats, 
skunks, badgers, weasels, snakes, hawks, coyotes and others. 
• • • • 
Similar to incisors found in squirrels, beavers and other 
rodents, rabbit teeth constantly grow. But rabbits have 
two sets of upper incisors, one behind the other, placmg 
them in a different order from rodents, called lagomorpha . 
• 
Producing up to 30 young a year, a rabbit born in the spring 
is sexually mature by summer. giving birth a month after 
mating. These offspring could yield 5 million rabbits in five 
years if mortality wasn't a factor. 
Once a popular pastime, Iowa hunters harvested 2 million 
rabbits annually throughout the 1960s. A tenth of that 
amount are taken today despite surging cottontail 
populations. Today's deer and turkey populations, 
uncommon in the 1960s, compete for hunter attention . 
• 
Iowa jackrabbits are actually hares, differing from rabbits 
by having furry young born with eyes open, versus naked 
and blind baby cottontails. 
Replaced by corn and soybean crops, loss of pasture, hay and 
grasses have hurt jackrabbits, which are native to short and 
mid-grass plains. Weighing up to 10 pounds, jackrabbits can 
hit 35 miles per hour. Capable of bounding 20 feet. these high-
jumping hares can hop 5 feet above ground. Like its northern 
cousin, the snowshoe hare. jackrabbits wear white winter coats . 
that, I just wait for Penny to bring the rabbits to nH.'." 
It's an effective tactic. Utilizing a good stand, a hunter 
can bag three or four rabbits- sometimes up to a half 
dozen- without moving. 
Like most hounds, beagles have a pack mentality and 
hunt well with others. During one outing, Benedict and 
his brother used three beagles. Providing nonstop music, 
the hounds helped the brothers bag 15 cottontails before 
they even lost sight of their parked pickup truck. 
Benedict eats more than his share of fresh cottontail. 
most often treating the tender, white m •at like a chicken 
breast. Regular menu items include fried rabbit, crock 
pot rabbit and rabbit Alfredo along with 25 pounds of 
breakfast sausage ground last month. 
"Rabbits are extremely mild," notes Brnedict 
"The taste is so good that most people will eat tlwm 
whether they like wild game or not." !I! 
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Above: Renee d1qs a pocket set, des1gned to catch raccoon and 
mmk. Renee's grandfather, M1ke, started trappmg by removmg 
pocket gophers, a nu1sance speCies for h1s ne1ghbors before movmg 
to larger spec1es. M1ke learned trappmg basiCS from h1s dad, passmg 
along generational experience from Renee's great, great grandfa-
ther who lived near Hayward, Wis "He was marned to a Chippewa 
and was a logger during the summer and a trapper during the 
wmter. That's as far back as I can go w1th my fam1ly," says M1ke. 
favorite," sa} s Rt n<·<·. "I like to get out right after a fresh 
snow and fmd the1r little pav. prints I think mink are 
smarter than all the rest " Wary, experienn·d nunk eat the 
bait and don't get caught. "I just love the feeling of coming 
over the bank a nd finding a huge mink 1n the set. J think 
- Oh yes- this time 1 got him instead of him gelling me'" 
The unusual s1ghts also add to the adventure, such as 
seeing a muskrat s\\ 1mmmg under glass dear 1ce "It was 
carrying a \\hole bunch of grass and stuff 1n Jls mouth and 
was headed back to tls den. I'd never seen an~ thmg like 
that before. and it \\as definitely a sight to see," she laughs 
Catch111g a gray fox was a rarity too, but the coolest was 
trapping a jet black raccoon, says Renee "lie was so dark 
that you could barely make out his face ma:-;k 01 the rings 
on his tail 1 hat 'coon looked like sonH.'OIH' had d1pped him 
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(13y the time I was th 
going with my Dad as 
in a bowl of dye and colored him. He ... ,as beautiful and was 
the l11ghest pnced raccoon we had that year." 
I ike mo->l, the Knowltons arc quick to ackno.,.,Jedge 
successfu l fur harvesting doesn't JUSt happen. It requires 
patience, dedication, and long hours on the trap linc 
-often in pitch darkness or extreme weather. The hard 
wot k doesn't end after harvesting a raccoon, mink, or 
muskrat Raw furs need skinntng. freezing and stretch111g 
to prt pare for market The work may continue deep 
into the night Renee helps \\llh pelt proce ing, even 
develop111g her O\\n tricks 
"ll1ke to help with the skinn1ng too," says Renee. "I start 
them, but if it's too tough, Dad finishes If the pelts are still 
wet, I take a hair dryer and comb to the furs. I dry them 
out and then comb out every bil of mud and remove every 
three years old, I was already 
as he worked his trapline," 
Above: Renee sets a V1ctor one and a half coli spring. Pat1ence and long 
hours on the trap line rn rough weather haven t stopped Renee, but 
"I don't get out [trapprng] anymore; says Renee's grandfather, M1ke. 
"But I'm very pleased to see my son and granddaughter trap together 
and enjoy the same thrngs that I d1d You don't see enough of that 
anymore. I think 1t 's Important, especially in this day and age; he says. 
s ing le burr or seed from th e hair. Whe n it's a ll do ne, th e 
fur is abso lute ly perfect - It's jus t beautiful ," s he add s. 
Th t> pe lls a re sold locall y. "We have a g roup of fri <· nds 
th a t have trapped around he re s ince a t least th e mid-80s. 
We like go ing to a local fur buye r whe re we can lay 
everythin g out on th e floo r, le t them see wha t we have, 
and then start haggling ove r price," says Steve. 
"I think th e price I get fo r my furs runs bette r than 
average," says Renee. "I rea lly like the h aggling and th <>y 
[fur buyers ) treat me pre tty good. I te ll them s tories 
about some of the exc iti ng things th a t have h appe ned or 
the g reat catches. I r emind th em about how muc h wo r k 
and expense we've gone to , and how good a cond itio n ou r 
pe lts arc in . I think it all he lps," s he laug hs. "Whe n I ge t 
done ta lki ng to th em , th e prices us ua ll y go up." 8! 
Behind the Trapping Decline 
Recruiting is the most important need of Iowa trappers, 
assesses the DNR's Ron Andrews. As a furbearer resource 
specialist for the past four decades, he's seen plenty of 
change in the way Iowans use this natural resource. 
Twenty years ago, trappmg represented a flourrshrng 
Iowa rndustry With pelt prices and interest runn1ng h1gh, 
Iowa exceeded twenty thousand trappers most years 
Dunng the late 1980s, however, fur prices for raccoon, 
mink, and muskrats plummeted and trapper numbers 
declined Iowa trappers today number a mere 7,000 
·1 think the decline of trapping is a much more 
complex issue than JUSt pelt prrces," says Andrews 
"Most furbearer populations are high and for some 
species, such as raccoons. the numbers have been 
extremely high dunng the past two decades. Lack of 
opportunity is certainly not a factor in the current 
decline of trapping" 
Family hentage 1s one of the most important links 
to maintain fur harvesting, Andrews says . Modern 
demographics are tak1ng people away from the resource 
"Unless a parent 1s directly involved in trapping, then 1t's 
h1ghly unlikely that their children will become 1nvolved " 
Like waterfowl 
hunting, trapping 
1nvolves family tradition 
and requrres specialized 
equipmen t . Resource 
managers are currently 
seeing some future for 
trappers, as pelt values 
enjoy recent surges on 
the world market. An 
especially heavy demand 
for American pelts, such 
as raccoon and fox, 
comes from Far Eastern 
markets such as China. 
1987 IOWA FUR HARVEST: 
Raccoon ....... ... ...... 400,000 pelts 
Muskrat.. ............... 600,000 pelts 
Mink ..................... .... 33,000 pelts 
Red Fox .. ................ .. 24,000 pelts 
Coyote ...................... 13,000 pelts 
Beaver ...................... 18,000 pelts 
CURRENT IOWA FUR HARVEST: 
Raccoon .. .... ... 125,000 150,000 
Muskrat.. ....... 60,000 70,000 
Mink ...... ... ......... 15,000 20,000 
Red Fox ..................... .. ... 12,000 
Coyote ..... ..... .................... .. 7,000 
Beaver.... ...... .... ... ............. 3,000 
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BY JUL I~ TACK AND SHANN0'>4 MfiSTfR 
Pme Lake State Park 
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Frosty temperatures, biting wind chills, six inches of 
snow. It's a great day to stay indoors, right? No way! 
When winter hits its peak in Iowa, that's when outdoor 
fun heats up. Whether your favorite pastime is a 
peaceful walk in crisp-cold silence, or a thrill-seeking 
snow adventure, we have some of Iowa's top picks for 
enjoying the season. 
" SNOW BOUND AT " 
Not only was Backbone Iowa's first state park (c1rca 
1920), it is a fantastic winter destination. For a peaceful, 
secluded trek through the woods, Backbone is the place 
to go. It offers more than five miles of forest trails m tlw 
park's northern quadrant, ideal for cross-country skiing 
or hiking. ~nowmobiles are only allowed on main roads 
and designated snowmobile trails so quiet enjoyment of 
nature is easily found. 
Warm up with a weekend stay in one of eight heated, 
modern cabins to get the true "backwoods" experience. 
Cabins are easily rentable this time of year by going 
to www.rescrveiaparks.com or calling 1-877-IAPARKS. 
With full kitchens, comfortable furniture and gorgeous 
scenery, a winter stay at a Backbone cabin could become 
an annual tradition for any family. 
BACKBONE STATE PARK IS LOCATED IN DELAWARE COUNTY, 
THREE MILES SOUTHWEST OF STRAWBERRY POINT. 
OTHER YEAR-ROUND MODERN FAMILY CABIN RENTALS : 
Ptnr lair )tall Pad uea1 fldora 11· ,,o,fl-ce,.rr(!/111 a; 
Rlack Hawk Stair Park, nrar Lake Vieu• in northwest lou a 
T 0 THE G R J."' 4 T N n m Tl 
Nothing beals ice skating on a beautiful winter afternoon 
I or the perfect venue. go to Pilot Knob ~tate Park m 
northern Iowa A scenic 15-acre lake is a popular ice ~katmg 
'ipot for locals On brisk winter days, relax 1n the nearby 
warming house with a cup of hot chocolate The warming 
house is a fully enclosed, with heat and electricity to plug in 
a crock pol of chili. 
As the second-highest point in Iowa, Pilot Knob is on<.> of 
llw oldest stale parks featuring a 1 930s stone observation 
lower built by the Civilian Conservation Corp. The park 
offers 13 miles of trails for hiking, snowmobiling and cross-
country skiing. Ice anglers find nice bluegill in llw small 
lake; just be carefu l of the aerator near the warming house. 
PILOT KNOB IS IN HANCOCK COUNTY, FOUR MILES EAST OF 
FOREST CITY. 
OTHER SKATING DESTINATIONS: f lis /'ark in downtown 
C u (ll Ra1 , I ' ras•-(('nf 1 l ~.Red llaw ::itate Park 
nrar Chariton in southeast Iowa. 
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DIG THE AT BIG CREEK 
' ms OF SPAIN 
Dozens of l<nva state parks offer rro .... s country skiing 
trails, and some of the finest are at B1g (reek, Polk C1ty, 
and Mines of ~pain, Dubuque 
BIG CREEK sk11ng opportunities are plentiful. Blaze a 
trail through \\oods and fields, or follow the rccnational 
path along tlw lake's eastern shore Arcording to Tom 
Wilton. a Des \loinl" skung enthustcl...,l "tlw groomed 
cross-countr} tour..,e t"- one of the most ul\'igorating 
sk1ing experietH.:es 111 central Iowa"\\ Ill n snow depth is 
sufficient. thl :~ 5 mile trailS} stem 1-. prepan•d for both 
freestyle (skating) and classic (stridtng) ..,k11ng The Oat to 
s lightly rolling course offers nice lak<' view.., as it traverses 
prairie. open woodlands. and picnic areas For trail 
condition..,, visit http I / lake..,idenordic home mchsi com. 
MINES OF SPAIN • .., a cross-counlr} de...,tinat1on for 
beginners and enthu..,tash alike T\\O groomed tratls 
follow the ridge top along the :\ltss1sstpt Ri\cr for 
gorgeous VIew.., l he local ski club helped dtslgn the 
trails and teadws annual cltnics on sktlls and equipment 
to get started 1n the sport Call (563) :>5()-0620 for more 
information on c las'>cs. (See the article on page 20 for 
more winter activities in the Dubuque area) 
BIG CREEK STATE PARK I S TWO MILES SOUTH OF POLK CITY IN 
POLK COUNTY. M INES OF SPAIN STATE PARK IS JUST SOUTH OF 
DUBUQUE IN EA STERN IOWA. 
OTHER CROSS-COUNTRY DESTINATIONS: OY/?( H tl Stale 
'I (It ( 1/J II 
/)!('Stern /oll'a, }f/IOU' RltJer ':'>late rOriSf II (// /larpcrs ferry 
111 nor t/zeast lou a 
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WINTER 
Snowmobdtng offers thrills for adventure-seekers at 
Volga River State Recreation Area in northeast Jov ... L 
Twent} miles of groomed trails are maintained specifically 
for snowmobiles at this park. and trail conditions can 
be found by contacting park staff at (563) 425-4Hil The 
park's trails connect with a countywide snowmobtle trail 
system, providing opportunity to traverse dozens of miles 
of wintertime scenery throughout Fayette County Wlwn 
snowmobiling, be sure to respect others enjoying the park 
and stay on destgnatcd paths. 
Volga River features a heavily wooded, rugged 
landscape for a variety of outdoor pursuits. Trails an· 
perfect for cross-country skiing and hiking Ice fi-.htng 
is popular at ptcturesque Frog Hollow Lake and natun· 
lovers will apprenate the plentiful winter habitat tdeal 
for bird and wildltfl' viewmg Remember, Volga Rtver is 
a public hunting area so wear bright colors 
VOLGA RIVER STATE RECREATION AREA IS JUST NORTH OF 
FAYETTE, ONE MILE EA ST OF HIGHWAY 150 IN FAYETTE COUN 
OTHER SNOWMOBILING DESTINATIONS: 
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LURE or THE F OZEN 
Whl'thcr novice or expert, dedicated anglers travel to 
Lake Manawa for ice fishing all wmter long. From early 
D(•t t·mber to late January, anglers can be found acro~s the 
lake fi-.hing for bluegill. catfish. crappie. walleye and w1per-; 
To make ice ftshmg e\cn mort' tempting, Lake Manawa 
hosh the .tnnual \Ytnterfe-.t Derby the last Saturday in 
januaq- Participants can tatch tagged fish to win pnzcs 
and partiCI!)ale in ice house decorating and chili cook-off 
contc-.ts lo learn more, vis1t www.winlerfestderby.com. 
LAKE MANAWA STATE PARK IS LOCATED IN COUNCIL BLUFFS 
IN POTTAWATTAMIE COUNTY. 
OTHER ICE FISHING DESTINATIONS: c/ntosh Woods Clear 
1rhrulr State Park near 
'-,o/r 1 111 rast untral Iowa 
anglers flock to the Lake Manawa tee fishing tour-
year. Prizes for kids and sure-fire chances for even 
anglers to hook one on warm little hearts 
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Is family fun mo re your style? Th.en take a trip to Red 
Haw State Park whe re many local families bring their 
chi ld ren for the s ledding. 
T he southe rn Iowa terrain is perfect for a s ledding 
adventure with steep, but not too long hills. One of the 
most popular hills slides onto the frozen lake ior extra fun 
(be sure the ice is safe!). and is next to an original 1930s 
Civilian Conservation Corps building with a huge firep lace 
ideal for warming up and roasting ma rshmallows. The 
shelter can be rese r ved (ca ll (641)774-5632), or is usuall y 
available first-come, first-serve in the winter. Bri ng your 
own firewood for a toasty wi nter campout. 
The small, 72-ac re lake offers nice ice skating and 
fish ing. Red Haw also featu res a 3 lh mile non-groomed 
cross-country trail around the lake. 
RED HAW STATE PARK IS LOCATED ONE MILE EAST OF 
CHARITON IN LUCAS COUNTY IN SOUTH -CENTRAL IOWA. 
OTHER SLEDDING DESTINATIONS: I •g Crnk StatC' l,arll tuwr 
f, 1 f t er Recrea!to11 4Jl'a 111 
Fay Itt Coanty 
Learn More: 
A complete l1st of Iowa state parks along with maps, 
descnpt10ns of amenities and recreational opportunities 
can be found at www 1owadnr.com/ parks/ 
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branch 
bark 
ndge 
branch 
col lar 
SECOND CUT 
remove branch 
THIRD CUT 
remove stub 
FIRST CUT: 
under cut 
Late fall thru winter IS best for tree pruning. Dormancy minimtzes 
bark damage and insects and diseases are less risk during the 
winter. Pruning requires good tools and techniques. Here's how. 
t 1 t r nr~ 
1) Ftrst ftnd tiH "branch bark ridge" ldt pldLE' where the b rdn<.h 
meets dnothf" c.~sudlly the•e ts d s tqht 
r dtsed area Abou• b me hes froM t e br .:1nc"' bdn< drE'd, undercut 
d thtrd of ttl' brdl'l(h to release tE'n<;ton 2) Then CLot from t'l(' toP 
toremovetheordP<.h 3) Maked'lrdlc 1 ~ , b < 
ndqe t 1 d r t ' 1 L I r eel ~ c1 1b Protecting the branch 
bark ridge enables the tree's natural sealing ability to callus over 
the cut. bx ' ~ f r ) .~ orunm J ~ ::1 n t ur ne( ~,a rv 
FOR MORE ON PRUNING: t u extenstoll w~taft edu Publitaftons PM 1304 pdf 
3 Ways to Regift Your Holiday Tree 
1) Aft r lh' hollddy>. >lc:!nd trees upnght 1n ~now 
or lay (Jdewav-. ~c create nstant backyard hdbltat 
for b1rds and small m 1rnmal5 Adorn the tree wnh 
b11d feeders, suet or strands of popcorfl 2) C)pllt tre 
trurk and uo;e bra'lcltes for kmd 1'19 af•er < unn4 one 
yedr Evergre(>r. r,ncn 1c; an excellent f re St<Jrter J 
3) Use eftovcr reed e( and boughs to mulch ac1J 
loving plant5 I f e JZdiE:'<l'>, bluebernes. oaks cJnd 
evergrc.:ns to ward off c hloros1s, a condit ion tdused 
when h1gh pi I c;oJi c. bmd up dvallable 1ro11 
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PRUNING SHEARS: 
Use for branches 
1/2" thick or smaller. 
PRUNING SAW 
Use for branches 
l , l" to 2~th1Ck 
CHAIN SAW 
Use for branches 
over 2" th1ck. 
LOOKING TO SAVE MORE 
ON YOUR UTILITY BILLS? 
Constder a home L'nergy audit by your 
utthty company. They're free and most 
provide rebatL·s if additional insulatiOn 
or other energy efficient upgrades are 
needed. 
An energy auditor will conduct an 
assessmen t on }our home. ins pecting 
your heating and cooling syste ms. hot 
water hcatt>r. sho\H'r heads. insulatwn. 
light fixtures and more ~1 ost utilttte" 
offer frt:>e cnl'rgy l'ffictent light bulb-;, 
low-DO\\ -.;bower lwads a nd hot water 
heater insul,ttion \Haps a nd will in s tall 
these energy -;avers during the visit. If 
extra ins ul atio n or weatherizing materials 
are needed, c heck with your utility 
compan) about rebates. 
To schedule a home energy aud1t. contact 
1 I . ~~ l 1 '" 
or Alii ant Energy at (800) 723-7635. 
Contact tlw Iowa Association of Electric 
Cooperatives at (S 15) 276-5350 if your 
electric and gas Sl'rvit'es are provickd by 
a Rural Elt:clrit' Cooperative. 
• 
BY JOE WILKINSON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
ooking down from 200 feet. the p cture 
takes shape. On the wooded hills de. 
-4-+h-r-<> e-d eer stan-d on -a cold ow. 
As we hover above, another two come i to focus.-TR~me. hasR marks..o.n-Delrtmenlr 
of Natural Resources wildlife biologist im ThQmp~on'_s_ c_hart. as we fur..iQ~~ t:edar ----
• 
Rapids transect. Up here in a helicopter; every hour e look ---
for deer provides another piece of the ~uzzle. 
Those 350 aerial routes help visually confirm 
deer populations; a toPic lflatcan run r ol 
among hunters, landowners, drivers an others 
with a stake ill IQ'W1l's--v.rhitetai\ popu\ · :n. 
"We cover quite a bit of ground up ther . We ea~-mine deer numbefS ~w- ey 
are distributed," explains DNR deer bi logisl 
w.ill¥..-Surh¥-"!Lis act.ua.Lscience; quan ... e.. 
measures, rather than just coffee shop alk of 
-----
too many dees or hunters in the field s ling 
there aren't e nough . ll gives us an idea ~f what 
is really out there." 
----
CONTIN liD ON NEXT PAGE 
How Airb · Watch F ornAe Bzologists 
rom bove 
Danger in the Skies 
An crashes are the number on 
workers, reports the Ame . e cause of death for wildlife 
d ncan Wildlife s 
eaths have occurred In I OCiety While no survey 
owa, and doze f 
survey flights go as plann d h .. ns o annual wmter 
· . e , arrow1ng exc lmpnnted on several Wlldl "f eptlons are mentally 
• I e workers off There are times when th . ICers and Pilots. 
It has always started up agal~ ;;glne stalls while you're up there. 
Thompson. "Anothe , ecalls DNR biologist Tim 
r time, we tned to 
heavy wmd. As we hovered th set a heliCOpter down In a 
55 miles an hour) when a g, e fwl~d gauge read 4 7 knots (about 
USt 0 Wind hit A 
were lookmg down at grass h us moment later, we 
II d , not t e landing P d Th 
own on the runway. We walk d h a e pilot JUSt set 
Wildlife biologist Bill Ohd e t e rest of the way: 
a Hollywood thnller during a e,:l~dl ~~~nlcian Chris Larsen survived 
Turnmg to remind the~r p I h s flight near Mediapolis 
realized the pnvate Pilot bl lot kt ed plane was off course, Ohde 
H' ac e out "H1s f IS eyes were glazed He off d ace was ashen gray 
k ere no respo Th PIC mg up speed and d . nse. e plane was 
h roppmg altnud - h t e yoke, Ohde pulled th I , e, e recalls Grabbmg 
h b e P ane s nose ba k t e ack seat, shook the pilot Th c up as Larsen. from 
It out and tned to call on th , den the engme faltered. "I leveled 
k e ra 10 1 co ld • 
ept the plane level; said Ohde . u n t raise anybody. I JUSt 
The pilot recovered and set ;he I 
everythmg going fuzzy' b t h Pane down. "He remembered 
1 • u t ought it w · 
apse. says Ohde He actuall o . as JUSt a momentary 
was close to five mmutes tha~? t k~nd of ~rate when we told him It 
workers went up the ne t d wa~ lying the plane M Both wildlife 
x ay -With a d ff gets queasy when the f~rst s I erent pilot. Today, Ohde 
Wh nows Signal more fl h 
en the unexpected ha . 1g ts 
fly 400 to 600 hours a yea Wppens, Pilots rely on the~r trainmg ·we 
h r. ere trarned 1n emp aslzes Iowa State Pat I emergency procedures • 
ro trooper p 1 S • 
are UtiliZed frequently f I ot cott Plgsley. Troopers 
or patrol f11ghts h 
enforcement. · we were I k f . , sue as hunting season 00 lng or (Illegal) 
ago, when there was a larg "b • spotllghters two years 
- d e, angl We sa b' d f 
wm shield near my head It h d . w lr eathers on the 
And th a been a b1td strike • 
e worst can happen As sh 
film, "A Final Season, nea C d ootlng wrapped up on the 
helicopter caught a power I e ar Rapids last summer, a low flyrng 
Photographer Roland Schlr mhe and crashed mto a cornfield. 
T otz auer d1ed 0 ony Wilson of Dallas Cent d n Impact. Film producer 
H d er an veteran 1 R 
u son were hospitalized h PI ot IChard Green of 
I Wit senous lnJUr G PI ots surveys for DNR off . I les reen regularly ICia s who need th I provide in urban and park areas. e c oser look helicopters 
Combined with three other elements, the 'eye in the 
sky' helps biologists establish hunting sea"ons and quotas. 
Counts in late w1nlt'r '06 showed an 18 percent drop in deer 
<>tatewidc. prompting anll<:>rless licens<' reslnctwns in many 
north central and northwest counties th1" season The 
tounls lead to quotas 111 muuleloadcr seasons . ...,t>l up urban 
hunting zone.,.; and help expand or shnnk sfH'Cial seasons. 
The key is consistency Since 1983. Clews go back over 
the same routes, at about the same 11me each year. Most 
are in rural areas, aboard smal l plane.., plowing along at 
80 miles an hour. at 1!00 feet. Nol evt•rybod) relishes Lhe 
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assignment. More than a few volunteer for ground duly. 
I rode out the sleep. sharp banks of the plane- and 
t'ach lime I lost sight of the horizon- was glad 1 skipped 
lunrh \\'1th each route. too. winter cold seeps through the 
th1n ...,k111 of aircraft. numb1ng 111 protected hands and feel 
l lt'llcopters are far les" pum..,hmg They're more 
('XIH'ns•ve. too, but 111 urban area..,, a copter can make or 
break the count "You have to gel lower to see the deer 
!'hey are in tighter spots; backyards. small ravines; even 
unciN decks next to the house." reca lls Thompson. "With 
a helicopter. you can hover .. You can make tight turns to 
HarvestR 
eporting 
The curnb 
of est· ersorn 
'tnat; e, so 
surve ng deer h rnettrnes ' 
Ys ts on . arvest . neffect · 
new. Its w v,d p tve rn 
age elect ay our. In Ostcard h ethod 
- and sho ron,, rep tts Place . unter 
rn U(d Ort1n IS a S( 
anage the r - help Wildt/ SYstern tha eek, 
Deer and esource ' e biofog t could 
lowas new fa(( turke~ h 'sts better 
Winte rnandat Unters 
r Spring tu ory rePort, 9or the, fir 
Under the rkey hunte ng systern Ia st taste of 
or turkey rn new rule a rs 9et the, st fall and 
d Ust • ny h rs th · 
ay after th k. report the h Unter Who ts season, 
consurnPtio e til, before P arvesr by rn,·dtags a deer 
tran n. ber. roces ntg'-
. sportin ore tak Stng th . ,r the 
ftrst. Ha g the an;rn tng It to a I e antrnar f. (w rvest re at our of Ocker or or 
ww towad Ports can d stare, Wh . before 
nr.corn) e done tchever 
Fa I or over th Onftne cornes 
' Ure to e Phon 
report the h e (800-771 . 
arvest 4692) 
could result . 
tn a . Cttar · ton 
ABOVE: Dunng a low flying helicopter survey, biologists count deer as they scatter. Th1s wmter marks the silver 
anniversary of Iowa survey flights ABOVE, TOP RIGHT: Three to four mches of new snow and steady eyes help bi-
ologists Tim Thompson (w1th sunglasses) and Willy Suchy p1ck out deer below. Snow helps cover deer beds, stumps 
and other dark, deer-s1zed obstructions. ABOVE, BOTTOM RIGHT: Helicopter surveys over metro areas better pen-
etrate tight spaces where deer congregate Taking advantage of m1n1mal snowfall can mean going airborne m rough 
conditions. During this survey near Ankeny, both deer and cockpit occupants p1lot R1chard Green, biologists and 
photographer Clay Smith braved ·25 degree windchills on a smgle degree day with 27 mph sustained wind< 
.........  _ ........ ~ ~-~ ----
confirm it was a deer, or three or s ix." 
Thompson nics surveys each year in Iowa City-
Coralville and in Cedar Rapids where deer populations 
are flashpoints of controversy. Up Interstate-380, Cedar 
Rapids officials relied on aerial survey data for their bow 
hunt last year Hunters removed 298 anllerless deer, 
helping reduce a growing urban herd. In Iowa. about 
a dozen cities use contro lled hunts to reduce whitetails 
Still, it takes more than aerial surveys to assemble a 
deer foreca'>t. Suchy also reviews 40,000 hunter surveys, 
input from 200 spring spotlight surveys and deer road kill 
data. "We do extensive deer surveys, compared to 
most states," says Suchy. "ll is important for what 
we do. It helps confirm what we are seeing.'' 
From that data, he recommends adjustments 
in quotas and special seasons. The stale's Natural 
Resources Commission reviews the DNR 
recommendation. A legislative committee has final 
say Those suit and tie decisions lead to blaze orange 
hunting opportunities each season. 
And they all started the winter before, 
in cramped cockpits. !!I! 
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OLD FRIENDS: 
s 
w WAT ERS 
BETH AND MARK PROESCHOLDT, LISCOMB 
Mother and son team of "volunteer experts" spent 15 years 
watchmg the hawks in central Iowa. 
Hawks are known fm watch1'1g They watch the1r pfey like well 1'-awks n Marshall 
l UJ'1ty however, these rPaJeStiC b1fds have felt two pa1rc; o1 eyec; watching the'l1 Beth 
and M<1rk Proescholdt completed 1 S years of volunteer hawk r searcl'- before Beth s 
passmg ltlst w1nter The1r se fless serv1ce, love for the b1rdc, they studied and hard·earned 
expertise prov1ded countless benefitS to Iowa wildlife and cons rvat1on enthusiasts. 
E-very )eptember ar>d Ottober, they staffed a hawk-wcltchmq s1te fo• •oughly 70 hours 
a week Tt"ley worked to document nurnhers and spec es of b1rds rn qratl'19 througr 
Iowa Experts,., ti') s f1eld, wh1 h the Proesct~o dts afe wo<.~ d eac;•lv be valued at S 12,000 
arnually, sa1d DNR w1ldlife d1vers1tY techniC an Pat )c.t"l arbaum Th Proescl--to dts always 
shared the r pac;s1on fo• 'ltlwks, too JnnoJ!1C rg the r fi'1d rqs at tt)e annual Iowa 
Ornithologists meet•r>q a'1d prov dl'19 ms1qhtful hawk ed<.~catiO"' dunng watc'lmg 
aC-tiVIties ·The env ronrr1ental cunsc ence tt">ey cultured ,., outdoor nth us asts s 
pnc e ec;c;, )chlarbaum sa1d 
PORT PARK 
LAKE PARK & HOLDING CORP., GARWIN 
Like a proud parent, the Lake Park & Holdmg Corporation continues 
to offer volunteer support to the park 1t created more than 60 years ago. 
No Iowa voilmteer fr1ends group has a longt>r lastmq relat1onsh1p wnh 1ts park than the lake 
Park & Holdmg Corp I he nonprofit group formed m 1 9~5 w1th the sole purpose of creatmg 
a park for the Clladbrook area. The result was un1on Grove State Park, wh1ch Lake Park & 
Holdmg operated until 1940, when t'ley sod 1t to the state Smce then, members of the 
nonprofit have becorr>e a fnends group clnd prOVIded tremendous support to their par~ In 
the past, they have fmanc1C!IIy supported tl ht.Qe dredgmg proJect lobb1ed tt">e state for funds 
and 1-)elped c ea'l up after the 1991 floods, dor>atJr>(J 240 serv1ce hours More recently, they 
qave rT'ore thdn $8600 for park lmproveme'ltS (In thE> yeafs SI'1Ct> 1999) Group rnembers a so 
volunteer w th I tter p ckup, mowmg dnd tiie d'1'1Ual CornrT'an Triathlon E.very t1rne 'lear 
people talk about thE>Ir park's fr1ends gro.Jps, I •hmk. My fr1e'ldS group actuil ly founded a 
park; sa1d Par~ ManagE>r Frank R1ckerl 
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CRE N LEGACY 
RODGER BURCH, DES MOINES 
In donating $4,000 towards a new basketball court at Springbrook State Park, 
Rodger and Marylin Burch left a legacy with immediate benefits. 
r or the past two campmg seasons, new 50unds have filled th(' l<ltL' n1ght summer a1r 
at )pnnqhrook State Park tht> squeok1119 of sneakers, tht> thurnp of basketballs and the 
JOyous shouts of young athletes I he park has two people to th,mk for that campground 
hosts Rodger a!1d Marylin Burc.h Last year, the c.ouple donated $4,000 toward the 
construe uor> of d half length basketball court The Burc. 'lE--e; donatlor, off nally g1ve'1 
to thE' pclrk's volunteer fnePcis qro.;p and matcred by tt•E' Iowa :->NR. 1s eas1ly the most 
successful fur•dra1s1ng effort <.1t Spr ngbrook n·e c.ouple dor·att.d more than rnoney, 
howewr 1 he Burches spent e1ght months researchmg produc.:s and vendors for the 
prow( t, lmed up a concrete prov1der. selected a hoop and volunteered dunng the hoops 
m~tdiiJ t lon "I don't see much reason for g1ving money to someth1ng after you die, 
Rodcwr Burch sa 1d. "I wou ld rather S€'t> the resul ts w hile I'm alive· 
Wintry \\Tat me r Meatball Sandwich 
EASY HOME PREP MAKES A HOT, SAVORY MEATBALL SANDWICH EASY ON THE ICE. 
Anglers can use an 1ce shack propane 
heater to toast th1s tangy sandwich while 
enjoymg a long day fislmzg Iowa's lakes 
and rzvers. Prepare either venison or 
hamburger meatballs a day or two before 
hitting the zce. 
MEATBALL SANDWICH ON THE ICE 
Hard rolls or French brea d 
MEATBALLS 
1 Y1 p ounds ground venison, 
pork or hamburger 
1 sleeve sal tin e cra ckers, crushed 
1 egg 
1
.4 cup m inced onion 
Provolone or mozzarella cheese 
(optional ) 
Mrs. Da sh or Lowry's season ing to t ast e 
Crushed red pepper (opt ional) 
PEP IT UP 
Big outdoor fim deserves bold flavors. Add 
3 chopped garlic clovPs, oregano and basil 
to meatball mix. Add a splash of Worces-
tershire or other favorite seasonings. 
SAUCE 
Use any marmara pasta sauce or mix 
together: 2 cups ketchup, V1 cup brown 
sugar and v .. cup mustard. 
1) Preheat oven to 350 Comb me and 
nnx meatball mgredtents and form into 
ball shapes slightly smaller than golf 
balls Place into a glass bakwg dish and 
bake uncovered for 30 minutes. Remove 
and put a dollop of sauce on each meat-
ball and return to oven for 5 mznutes. 
2) Remove a top sectzon of roll or loaf by 
slicing at an angle on both sides length-
wise to create a V-shape. Remove and save 
cut bread. Layer opening with provolone 
or mozzarella cheese, then fill with meat-
balls, adding extra sauce t/ desired. Place 
the bread slice onto sandwich and double-
wrap in aluminum foil. Use a marker to 
identify the top side of sandwich. 
HEATING 
While ice fishing, turn the propane 
heater on lowest settzng and lay sandwich 
on protection grate. Turn frequently to 
avoid burning until the sandwich zs hot. 
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Rediscover Rabbit 
-----~~---r.PHo:0"-LI.uO.uS..BY._CL.AY..5MillL_ 
These rabbit rec1pes are the perfect winter warm up, 
both a nostalg1c throwbdck to an era when rabbit 
hunting was wildly popular and a culinary celebration 
of Iowa's German 1mm1grant hentage. 'Hasenpfeffer 
(shown next page) IS a very hearty meal, a German 
farmer d1sh, datmg back to when the land prov1ded 
and people ate what the land proVIded; says Chef 
Martm Vollmer. Th1s rec1pe IS a wedd1ng rehearsal 
drnoer favorite m h1s ndtiVe Black Forest, Germany 
(For those 1n need of rabbit th1s Winter's season IS open 
unt1l February 28th') 
REDISCOVER THE JOYS OF RABBIT HUNTING OR GET ON THE GOOD SIDE OF A RABBIT HUNTER, 
BECAUSE WE' VE GOT EASY, PALATE PLEASING RECIPES THAT ARE 100 PERCENT HEARTY. 
Created by Chef Martin Vollmer. 
a German born and trained chef 
and owner of \lartnz's Brandenburg 
restaurant in Waz•crly. these tantalizing 
dzslzes cheer tlzr soul 
RABBIT LEGS WITH ARTICHOKE 
HEARTS AND ONIONS 
Serves 2 
3 tablespoons butter 
2 rabbit hind legs 
1 clove garlic, mmced 
Y4 cup wh1te wme 
1 cup prepared brown gravy sauce m1x 
or demi-glace sauce 
4 canned artichoke hearts, quartered, or 
other vegetables such as brussel sprouts 
1) Preheat oven to 300 Dust rabbit 
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legs with flour then sau te' in butter in 
a skil let unltl browned, season with 
salt and pepper PlacC' 111 ovenproof 
casserole d1sh. ~aute garlic and onwns 
until carmeltzed. add \\.'hill' wine and 
brown sauce Cover and bakt> llh hours. 
or until te nder 
2) To ser ve, place rabbit l('gs on 
servin g dish a nd s poo n saul eC'cl 
onton<> and brown sauc(' over th e 
lop C...,erve with hot ar t1 dHJke hear ts 
and potatoes. 
* Dem1glace sauce m1x IS available in 
some grocery stores or use brown gravy. 
RABBIT LOIN WITH MUSHROOMS 
S1 rz•rs 2 
1 sa ddle of rabbit (Unsep a rated back loin 
from ribs to leg of both sides .) 
Salt and pepper to taste 
1 tablespoon vegetable oil 
112 cup wh1te w1ne 
1 cup heavy cream 
1 teaspoon fresh thyme 
1 lb. sliCed mushrooms 
1 cup prepared brown sa u ce (Either 
demi-glace or brown gravy sauce mix.) 
1) Heat ove n to 350 . Re move mea l 
fro m bones a nd season wi th <>all an d 
peppe r In a large sau te pan. heal the 
o1l. add 1 abbit an d saute ove r m t>d ium 
heal fo r Hl minutes Re move pa n fro m 
heat a nd let coo l Remo\ e bo ne s and 
keep Illl'al warm 
2) To make sauce. roast bon e<> 1n 
a pa n II\ ove n un ttl go ld e n brown . 
Re move an d add thyme a nd whit(' 
1 
a 
Martin's Brandenburg Rest aurant 
21 5 East Bremer in Waverly, Iowa 
HOURS: Tuesday through Saturday 
10:30 a.m. 2 30 p m , 4:30-9:30 p.m.; 
brunch buffet Sunday, 1 Oa.m.-2 p.m.; 
closed Sunday night and Monday. 
319-352-9170 
www.martinsbrandenburg.com 
n T 
No passport needed: 
Journey tnto Waverly's 
favorite German gem, 
where chef Vollmer 
IS known as much for 
ambling his wooden 
floors visiting guests 
as he IS for h1s s1gna· 
ture Black Forest cake. 
Soaring tin ceilings, 
lace curtains and 
cuckoo clocks adorn 
th1s eatery. 
--- -- - )1> HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? Send to WILDCU/5/NE@DNR.STATE.IA.US ~----
wine. Strain into a small sauce pan 
and bring to a boil Reduce heat, add 
cream and reduce liquid by one-third. 
Add brown sauce. Keep warm. 
3) In a medium saute pan, heat butter 
and mushrooms, and season to taste. 
Cook until liquid has evaporated. To 
serve, slice rabbit loin into one-eighth 
inch thick slices and place on ser ving 
plate with mushrooms and sauce. 
HASENPFEFFER 
Tl11s rec1pe 's wonder ts due to the simple 
marznade "The vmegar breaks down the 
l1ssue to make a flavorful, sauerbraten 
type feel with tangy and sl1glztly sour, 
dellcate meat,· adds Vollmer "Marinate 
w1ld rabbtl for up to two days to remove 
any gamey flavor" 
Serves approx 1 
1 rabbi t, 2 - 3 pounds 
8 strtps bacon 
3 table spoons oil or shortening 
1 cup diced onion 
1 packag e fresh mushroom s, sli ce d 
1 package egg noodles or spaetzle 
MARINADE: 
1 cup burgundy or red wine 
% red wine vinegar 
5 juniper berries or black pepper corn s 
2 bay leaves 
2 crushed cloves of garlic 
1) Marinate rabbit pieces 12 to 
24 hour~. Dram and reserve the 
marinade Preheat oven to 300 . 
Dredge piece~ of rabbit in flour 
Brown in 3 tablespoons shortening 
or oil with diced bacon and onion 
until rabbit is golden brown Place 
browned rabbit, bacon and onion 
in an ovenproof casserole dish. 
2) Strain marinade into the casserole 
dish with the rabbi t. Discard bay 
leaves and juniper berries . Cover 
and bake for 2 hours or until tender. 
Cook nood les according to directions 
and saute mushrooms in oi l or butler. 
3) Place rabbit on serving dish, 
pour sauce on top. Serve with 
noodles. Garnish with mu-;hrooms 
and cranberry sauce 
* If thick sauce 1s preferred, use a demi-
glace sauce or brown gravy mix. 
* Juniper berries are 1n the sp1ce aisles 
of some groceries, or order online. 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING IN IOWA 
Rockwell Collins joins Climate Leaders 
Cedar Rap1ds based-Rockwell Collins JOined 100 other compan1es tn a pledge to reduce 1ts corporate w1de 
greenhouse gas emissions Under a US EPA's Climate Leaders 
program, the company IS eva luat ing current energy usage and 
emission levels and will announce 1ts five ·year goal in March 2007. 
Efforts by the Climate Leaders are estimated to prevent 
greenhouse gas emiSSions equ1valent to that of 7 million cars. 
"Through EPA's Climate Leaders program, Amenca·s 
leading compan1es are prov1ng that reducmg greenhouse gas 
em1ssions can help boos t the bottom line," says EPA Deputy 
Administrator Marcus Peacock 
Laun ched m February 2002, EPA's Climate Leaders is a 
partnership between industry and government to develop 
long-term comprehensive corporate climate change strategies 
"Rockwell Collms' voluntary part1C1pat1on in EPA's Climate 
Protection Partnerships DiviSIOn Rockwell Collins reduction 
goal will help lead the way 1n improving our environment and 
reducing th e risks of climate change" 
Climate Leaders Partners set a corporate-wide greenhouse 
gas reduction goal and mventory the1r emissiOns to measure 
progress. By reporting inventory data to EPA, Partners create a 
lastmg record of the1r accomplishments. Partners also identify 
themselves as corporate environmental leaders and strategically 
pos1t1on themselves as cl1mate change policy contmues to unfold. 
Cl1mate Leaders Partners represent a variety of sectors, from 
heavy manufacturing to banking and retail These co mpan1es 
al l stnve to set the stand ard for greenhouse gas management 
in th e1r sec tors, and more broadly in th e U.S. economy. 
Leaders program demonstrates a senous 
commitment to corporate social responsibility; 
said Kathleen Hogan, Director of EPA's Cl1mate 
CLIMATE ~ 
LEADERS 
ROSE ROSETTE DISEASE 
THE PROMISE OF A BIOLOGICAL CONTROL FOR MULTIFLORA 
Anyone who spends t1me trekktng Iowa's woodlands or umbered pastures has probably tangled w1th multiflora rose The 
mvas1ve shrub was tntroduced to North Amenca tn the 1800s as an 
ornamental, and promoted a century later as a livtng fence The fruits, 
called hips, are eaten by wildli fe wh1ch spread the seeds far-and-w1de 
Because of 1ts numerous th orns, mult1flora rose IS unpalatable 
to most livestock It spreads qu1ckly tn t he absence of other p lant 
competit ion, such as 1n over-grazed pastures Common controls are 
d1gging, mow•ng, burn1ng or spray1ng 
But a d1sease found 1n Canada tn 1940 may offer a b•olog•cal control 
Researchers are studytng whether rose rosette d•sease may prov1de a 
quicker, environmentally fnendly solut1on 
Th•s d•sease, f~rst found m Iowa near Troy, IS now common 
throughout the state Though the disease can affect many rose species, 
it commonly mfects multiflora rose. Once mfected, 1t takes two to five 
years to ki ll a plant. Early symptoms mclude a deep red color on the 
unders1des of leaves Infected stems grow v1gorously w1th a p1nk to 
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magenta color As the d1sease develops, leaves become deformed 
and shrunken w1th a bright red color The leaves turn yellow prior to 
brownmg and dymg 
How the d1sease spreads IS not well known but 1t 1s believed that m1tes 
spread the d1sease as they feed These m1tes are relatively weak Oyers The 
d•sease can spread to tame garden roses, but they are probably safe as 
long as other 1nfected plants are farther than 300 feet away. 
If you have questions on cone rolling mult1-flora rose, contact 
your district foreseer, found ac 10wadnr com forestry district html or 
contacting forestry 's Paul Tauke at 515 242-6898. 
IOWA STATE RESEARCHERS CONVERT 
FARM WASTE TO 810-0IL 
Ted Hemdel w1ll use Iowa State's X ray flow visualization facll1ty to observe and measure the action 
1ns1de a fluidized bed where b1omass can be converted into f lammable gases 
Samy ~adaka reach('d into a garbage bag, picked up a mixtur<' of cow manu re and corn stalks. ran it through 
h is fingers and invited a visitor to do the same. 
It wasn't that bad. 
That mix of manure and corn s ta lks had s pent 27 da}s 
breaking down in a special dr ying process The end r<•sult 
looked like brown yard mulch with lots of thin fibers 
T here wasn't murh smell, and it was dry to the touch . 
"That's abo ut 20 percent moi<>ture," said Drew 
Simons<'n. an Iowa State University sophomore from 
Quimby who's working on the research project led 
by Sada ka, an associate scien tist fo r ISU's Center for 
Sus tainable Environ mental Tech nologies. 
The researcher '> are working to take wastes from Iowa 
farms manu r<' and corn s ta lks - and turn th em into 
a bio-o il th a t could be used for boile r fuel and pe rh aps 
trans porta tio n fu e l. 
"T he way I o.;ce manure, it's not was te anymore," 
Sadaka sa1d. " It is bio-o il. " But it takes a few s teps to 
make tha t trans formation . 
First, the manure needs to be dri ed so it can be 
burned C,adaka'<> idea for low-cos t and low-odor drying is 
to mix the manure with corn s talks, put the mix in a big 
drum, usc a small blower to keep the air circulating and 
usc an auger to turn the mixture once a day. Within about 
five days, bacteria and fungi working to decompos<' the 
mix have naturally raised the temperatu re to about 150 
degrees Fahrenheit. Within another 20 days the moisture 
rontc nt is down from 60 perce nt to about 20 percent. 
'-ladaka calls the process bio-drying. 
I'hat make-. 1t po...,sible to move to tlw next step: rapidly 
heating the m1xture in a bubbling, fluidizt·d bt•d reactor that 
has no oxygen to break molecular bonds 111 th<' mixture It 
produces charcoal to enrich soli And 11 produces vapors 
that are condensed to a thick. dark b10·oil. 
Preliminary tests indicate every kilogram of dried 
mixture produces .2 to .5 kilograms of bio-oll '-ladaka 
figurc•s 1f ha lf the animal manure in the countq \H're 
processed into bio-oil, that would product• the t'quivalcnt 
of 45 mill ion tons of oil. 
Sadaka is experimenting with the process in 900-liter 
d rums at the Iowa Energy Center's Biomass Energy 
Convers ion Center in Nevada. So fa r, he has dried a mixture 
of cow manure and corn s talks. Next he'll test th<' process 
with poultr y manure. And then he'll try pig manu re. 
Sadaka is working with Dave Stru thers, a Story County 
farmer whose family runs a 1,000-sow, fa rrow-to-fi nish farm 
eas t of Collins , to try the bio-drying process on a farm. 
Struthe rs said the farm's pigs live in hoo p buildings 
and the ir manure is mixed with bedding material. 
That mixture is appli ed to the surface of crop g round 
a<> fertilizer. 
"And there may be more value in using manure as 
a fuel source than a fertilizer source," Struthcr-; said. 
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IOWA SCHOOLS 
TO TEST FIRST 
HYBRID SCHOOL 
BUSES IN NATION 
They II look like any other Iowa school buses. But two big yellow buses commg to the state rn early 2007 mrght get 
40 percent better mileage and cut partrculate emrssrons m half. 
So what makes these buses so specral? Under the hoods you'll 
still find brg , V-8 dresels capable of bringrng 65-passenger buses 
to highway speeds Look a little closer and you'll also see electrrc 
dnve trarns capable of moving the buses from stop to stop at 
street speeds while capturing the energy of brakrng to recharge 
therr own batterres. 
They are hybnd school buses, and the ones comrng to the 
Nevada and Srgourney school drstncts will be among the first 
19 in the nation. 
Researchers at Iowa State University's Center for 
Transportatron Research and Educatron have been workmg for 
two years to bnng the hybrid buses to Iowa. Dennrs Kroeger, a 
transportatron research specialist for the center, rs hoping the 
buses will be picking up students sometime late thrs year And 
when they do, center researchers will be evaluatmg the buses for 
performance, fuel effrcrency and emrssrons . 
~Thrs rs a perfect applrcation for thrs technology. Buses 
operate at low speeds. There's a lot of stop -and -go dnving. And 
so it makes sense to use a lot of these buses. I thmk there is a 
market for this .~ says Kroeger. 
But hybnd electric school buses are new and expensive-
currently about $200,000 per bus The Nevada and Srgourney 
districts agreed to pay $60,000 for the hybrid buses- the cost 
of a standard school bus Kroeger secured grants to pay for the 
addrtlonal bus costs and for performance studres Fund rnclude 
$83,000 from the Iowa Department of Nawral Resources and 
the School Admrnrstrators of Iowa- collected from an mdustnal 
pollution settlement. 
"Rrsrng transportatron fuel costs are havmg a huge impact 
on already trght Iowa school budgets," sard Floyd Barwrg, the 
drrector of the Iowa Energy Center. "Our grant will put Iowa at 
the forefront of benefiting from a natr ona! proJect." 
" I do thrnk thrs rs a great idea," said Todd Abrahamson, the 
superintendent of Sigourney schools. "This is a way to cut down 
on emissions and provide better safety and efficrency. With the 
high cost of fuel, I see thrs as a big money saver and something 
good for our dis tri ct " 
Jim Walker, the superintendent of Nevada schools, said a 
hybrid bus is a natural. Nevada, after all, is home to two wind 
turbines that generate electricity for school buildings, the Iowa 
Energy Center's Biomass Energy Conversion Center and the new 
Lincolnway Energy ethanol plant. The school district has run 
blends of biodiesel in its bus fleet since 2001. 
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Pens 
THE FUTURE OF IOWA 
CONTRIBUTING TO IOWA'S FUTURE 
I ntl'rn..; with DNR's pollution prevention intern program have a uniqul' opportunity to expcriencl' 
a par tnt rshtp of acadl'mia. industry and government, 
all worktng together toward a common goal. Aftt•r 
one \\' t ek of training. intt•rns become project 
managers, working 11 W('t•ks in Iowa industnc" 
and other facililtes to identify and implement cost 
dfective en vi ron men I a I improvements. 
In .2006 each host company sdved an averdge of 
S 1 OS 000 totalrng nearly S i 2 mtlhon from rntern 
proJects Intern recomm ndauons resulted rn 1 39 7 
mrllron qallons of Wdter conserved 224 000 tons of 
sohd waste drvE'rtE'd from Iowa ldndfills dnd a decrease 
m energy use of more than 1 S 5 mllhon kWh. 
Ba"ecl on a growing demand lor interns, the DNR secured 
funchng for 37 students la .... t ~ummer. up from 25 in 2005 
IOWA STATE RESEARCHERS HELPING 
TO TAKE THE NATURAL GAS OUT OF 
ETHANOL PRODUCTION 
It takes a lot of natural gas to run an ethanol plant. A plant 
needs steam to liquefy corn starch and heat to d1still alcohol 
and more heat to dry the leftover distillers grams 
Burnmg natural gas to produce all that heat is the second 
largest expense at most plants trailing only the cost of the 
corn used for ethanol production. One estimate says Iowa's an -
nual ethanol product1on accounts for about 16 percent of the 
state's demand for natural gas 
That has Iowa State Un1versity researchers working with 
an Ames company to develop a renewable and cost effective 
alternative to the natural gas burned by most ethanol plants 
The technology mvolves part1al combustion of b1omass -
that could include corn stalks, dist1llers grams, waste wood or 
other biorenewables - to produce a mix of hydrogen, carbon 
monox1de, methane and other flammable gases The result is 
known as producer gas and can replace natural gas in an etha 
nol plant's heaters Producer gas can be upgraded to syngas, a 
mixture that can be converted mto high-value transportation 
fuels, alcohols, hydrogen, ammonia and other chemicals 
Producer gas IS made by injecting biomass into a fluidized 
bed gas1fier, a thermal system that pumps air through a bed of 
hot sand, creatmg bubbles and a sand-air pseudo flu1d. A reac-
tion produces flammable gases and generates its own heat to 
susta1n the react1on. It's a system that's reliable w1th few emis 
s1ons and can be efficiently used in a plant's existing natural 
gas boilers and dryers. 
ISU researchers are work1ng with Frontline BioEnergy, an 
Ames company that produces b1omass gasification systems, to 
study and des1gn a gasifier large enough to produce energy for 
an ethanol plant. Researchers are measuring fluid1zed beds 1n 
act1on, lookmg to see what happens when biomass 1s Injected. 
The company hopes to 1m prove commercial-scale gasifiers 
capable of processing 300 tons or more of biorrlass per day 
That can be a boon to an industry that produces an alternative 
to fossil fuel 
"Using biomass to fuel an ethanol plant can reduce ethanol 
costs,' Reardon sa1d " It also hedges against volatility m the 
natural gas market and also doubles the renewable energy 
ratio of the ethanol product" 
Dalal1s working w1th PowerFtlm Inc, an Ames company 
that manufactures th1n, flexible solar panels, to improve the 
performance and stabtl1ty of the company's solar cells 
One of the challenges facing solar ce ll manufacturers IS that 
most cells are made w1th crystalline silicon, the same material 
used to make computer semiConductors. Because computer 
parts have more value than solar cells, Dalal says there's a 
shortage of siliCOn for solar cells 
There is, however, a way to make solar cells us1ng a lot less 
silicon. Dalal sa1d non crystalline silicon wafers that are about 
2 micrometers th1ck can replace crystalline wafers that are 
about 300 micrometers thick. The result is thin solar cells that 
can absorb lots of l1ght and can be mounted on flex1ble plastic 
and other materials But the thin cells produce about half the 
electricity as crystalline s11tcon And their performance drops by 
about another 15 to 20 percent over t1me 
"That's where we come in," Dalal says 
ISU researchers have made d1scovenes tn matenals setence 
and plasma chemistry that can improve cell performance 
nearly 35 percent and cut about 15 percent of the drop 1n 
performance. 
Frank Jeffrey, the chief executive offi cer of PowerFilm, says 
he's happy to see the performance of his company's solar cells 
jump by even 20 percent. But he acknowledges Dalal's proJeCt 
won't be an easy one. 
" It is a sign1ficant challenge to get the advancement he'd like 
to make," Jeffrey says. 
But Dalal 1s look1ng forward to fac1ng those challenges in his 
laboratory "This 1s both challenging and interesting work," says 
Dalal, who started study1ng solar technology in 1972 when he 
dec1ded he didn't want to develop smart bomb technology for 
a defense contractor. "I find it IS tremendously 1nterest1ng, even 
after 34 years. And it helps humanity instead of killing 1t, wh1ch 
allows me to sleep at night ." 
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BY CHUCKHUME.SlON PHOTOS BY CLAY SMITH 
MUSINGS ON 
"' ' 
ICE CUBE 
T here doesn't S<'<'ll1 to be much middk ground when It comes to ice fishing You eitht•r love it or hate it. 
Think of it this wa\ ~omebody raiJ.... you up and says. 
"Hey, would you likl· to lOme with nw today? Tlw \\ ·1.d's 
blowing out ol the north\\ est at :w mih·s JH'r hour. Its 
zero to five degrl'l's outside.'' And. tlwn•'s mort•. "\\ e gt t 
to stand on a fool and a half of ice and lakl• turns driving 
an overgrown co1 kscfl'\V though it Thl'n, wp'rp going to 
sit in a canvas tent with a small propanl' hl'aler. if we can 
get it to work. and hold a couple of sm.tll rods \\ailing for 
crappie to bite. And. if we're lucky, it may sno\v. As an 
added bonus, \H' gel to pull all this gear on a sled while 
we tromp though the .... now!" 
There are two n•stH>nses. The fir...,t is "ARE YOL OL'T 
OF YOUR :\.11:-.:I>? I'm going to a movie!" Thl' sl•cond 1s, 
"Pick me up; I'll be ready in 10 minutes." 
I find the S<lllH diversion of 
opinion among const'l vation 
officers. When I ... ay, "I like 
to check ice fishing licenses," 
undoubt£ dly, tlwr<" are two 
responses The first is "ARE YOU 
OUT OI 'dHJR .l\.11'\l>'" The 
second is, ''l'llnwl'l }OU at the 
lake in 10 minutes" 
I like to t heck 1ce fishing 
licenses on tlw lakes, but I have 
coworkers who look at me like I 
need professwnal help. I try to 
figure out why. 'I here arc lots 
of reasons for Illl' to cnjo} an 
afternoon at the movit• mstead 
I grew up in Soutlwrn Iowa, so 
I can't n·ally say ke fishing was 
huge there at that time. Most 
of our icc outings were getting 
together for a piclwp game of 
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hockey. And. that was "iffy" at best as the ice could be 
"ifly." And, I'll admit. I don'tlikt• tlw cold. And. the older 
I gl'l tlw less I like it. (l\1y \\ ife and I took a trip to a 
Caribbean island in the dead ol ..., inter. Lying on the beach 
in tlw 80 degree temps I thought. "I could live with this.") 
So why do I like cht.•cking lict•nses oi ice anglers? rhe 
onl) thing I ran tlgure out is traung it back tom) first 
assignnwnl in the Jakes area of '\orthwcst Iowa It's one 
o! those cases where I didn't know an) better. Ice ftshtng 
is a way of life up there. a culture all It's own with its own 
customs and etiquette. 
And, back to the start of the story, I found there wt•n• 
dhbions of opinion among kt:> anglers. \Yow! There's a 
l"l'\'t•lation. Can you imagine anglers having a division of 
opinwn? Anyway. I usually lound two t} pes 
Tlw first \\'ere the comfort-conscious The1r ice shacks 
were clet•L'iving The} might be 
simpll' and unassuming on the 
outside, but. open the door and 
look out (\.(• stepped instdc to find 
radiated IH .tl, msulatwn. sunroof, 
television. and even a wet bar! 
'-,onw l'\'l'Il held carpeted floors 
\\ 1lh stove pqws through the floor 
to the hole in the ice so as not to 
let tlw cold in You would swt•ar 
you had walked into a porlabll' 
condo. I'm not kidding The 
dra\'. bark to this group was if they 
left the portable condos on the ke 
too long during tha,ving they had 
a real problem. 
The second group I encounter 
I calltlw hard core. These snort 
with d1sdc11n at the comfort-
conscious, and look upon lht•m 
as lessl'l ouldoorsmen. I find a 
CLEAR LAKE 
• • • • • • I • • 
111 FIND A LITTLE OF THE 
IN THE HARD CORE. THEY HAVE REDUCED 
ICE FISHING TO ITS SIMPLEST FORM:' 
little of th~ "mountain man" in the hard core. They have 
reduc~d ice fbhing to 1h sunplest form. They are the 
on<•s gelling out of the car in a set of Carharlts ltlrrying 
a hand-powered icc auger and a 5 gallon buck~t \\-ith two 
rods. The form was functional You want shelter? Turn 
around and put your back to the wind. You want comfort? 
Hey, s1t on the bucket ~now? Tighten the drawstnng on 
the hood. \'\here do you think you are anyway? When the 
ice thaws you still find the hard core sitting on a 5 gallon 
bucket in the slush, and you swear they are sinking. In 
deciding whetlwr or not to walk out on that kind ice to 
check someone, the usual response is, "ARE YOU OUT 
OF YOUR MIND?" Believe me; we've had some officers 
come home wet. 
I enjoy talking lo both g roups. I just don't talk to the 
hard core as loug as I talk with the comfort consciou" 
becaus<'. as I said, I don't like the cold. Then, in keeping 
with our job, I also find two groups when it comes to the 
fish1ng laws ( I guess if that didn't happen there would 
be no need for us .) 
The first group follows all the rules The door to the 
ice shack is unlocked Everyone has a license l:ach 
person has on ly two rods, and so forth. 
Th<' second 1s a little more challenging. "I had the 
door hu:ked because the '"'inc! kept blowing it open," 
conws tlw n•ply after standing outs1de pulling on the 
door, and listening to the scrambling instde to hide the 
t>Oll•s. Or. the gu} silling behind the rod above the hole 
in thl• in· with wet chapped hands CO\icred with fish 
scal<'s saying, "I don't have a license I'm not ftsh111g" 
It can be frustrating as you check a couple of shacks. 
and the word is out that you're there. ~o. you have to be 
a littll' "creative." Like working undercover, becoming an 
angll'r yourself and getting a little closer to the suspected 
offending shack. Or, walking hundreds of yards ou t of 
the way to come in from the direction where there's no 
window. Then you do your best "stealth" walking, and just 
as you gel up to the door, it opens, and an arm extends 
out already ho lding a cup of coffee for you It can be 
frustratmg, but, as in trying to outwit the fish. therein 
lays the challenge. 
At an} rate. those quiet days with the snow crunching 
under your feet. or the wind puffing just enough to make 
the pmcs speak as the setting sun casts a deep red glov. 
over the snow and ice· Those are thc days that keep you 
saytng, ''I'll be there in ten minutes" 8! 
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EYESIGHT AND HOOKED BILL 
The shrike's eyesight 1s comparable to 
that of diurnal raptors, however they 
lack the powerful talons to k1ll the1r 
prey Instead they kill with a senes of 
b1tes to the neck from the1r hooked b1lls 
and tooth like appendage on the1r up 
per beak When insects are on the menu, 
shrikes remove the w1ngs, sp1nes and 
stmgers before digging m 
SHRIKE QIET 
Although large msects make 
up as much as 25 percent 
of the shrike's d1et 1n season, 
small b1rds and rodents 
make up the bulk. Shnkes 
are the only songb~rds 
that consistently prey on 
vertebrate an1mals About 
the s1ze of a rob1n northern 
shnkes are known to take 
prey as large as blue jays and 
mournmg doves. 
FOOD STORAGE 
Shrikes don t always strike 
JUSt when they are hungry 
When prey IS abundant, 
shrikes 1mpale the1r 
catch on a thorn, barb w1re 
strand or s1mrlar sharp 
object and return to fin ish 
their meal days, weeks and 
even months later 
THE HUNTER 
Solitary hunters. they perch h1gh atop trees and 
scan for food When prey is s1ghted, they swoop 
down and knock the1r quarry to the ground 
Shrikes also move through tree branches, flush-
mg unsuspecting birds before g1ving chase 
!..lllNTIFYING THE NORTHERN SHRIKE 
.lllOMMUNSO.t-L 
One of some 70 species of shnkes worldwide, the northern shnke is a v1rtual twm to the log-
gerhead shrike. They are very diff1cult to tell apart on the w1ng. The ma1n differences are the 
black mask of a loggerhead meets over the b1ll, wh1le the northern's mask ends at the brll. 
The northern also has faint barnng on its breast, while the loggerhead has no markings. Also, 
the northern IS typica lly a wintertime visitor to iowa, while the loggerhead is more summer. 
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FLOCK AND FLOAT 
In the winter, these extra downy birds 
form flocks of five to seven pairs. Aher 
years of study, researchers discovered 
"f loaters; birds that move between 
several flocks. Not having bred within 
the flock or taken a mate, floaters 
rank low in the hierarchy but replace 
high ranking birds as they are eaten 
by predators such as hawks or cats. 
Floaters help divers1 fy genet1cs Within 
flocks and mamtain balance and order. 
SHIVER TO SURVIVE 
Even down and fat are not enough to 
survive the cold, so chickadees shiver 
to maintain minimal body tempera-
t ures. By gradually lengthenmg times 
between shivers, body temperatures 
drop as much as 10 degrees, requiring 
20 percent less in caloric needs. 
MIND BOGGLING BIRD BRAIN 
Small birds must be l1ghtwe1ght to f ly, preventing large, heavy 
bram development for these half ounce birds So how does 1t 
remember the hiding spots of hundreds of newly h1dden food 
caches? In October, new cells grow m the bram's hippocam-
pus, cr itical to memory By spring, millions of these cells die as 
hidden food dwmdles and memory IS less vital. Smce human 
brams cannot regenerate cells, discovering how chickadees do 
so could advance medical care for head injury patients 
THE WINTER DIET 
Thirty times as much food 
is consumed in winter 
versus the summer. Food 
caches are crlt1cal and 
backyard bird feeders also 
help the species. 
CONTROLLED HYPOTHERMIA 
By reducing metabolism at night, an extra layer of fat 
is added by morning. On cold nights, modest energy 
stores last until dawn by lowering their normal 1 08 
degree temperature to 86 degrees through controlled 
hypothermia. This nocturnal semi-hibernation slows 
metabolism rates by 25 percent. 
Eating mainly tree-infesting caterpillars, insects and spiders during the summer, the fall 
and winter diet is limited. Using a survival strategy known by biologists as scatter hoardmg, 
chickadees store one or two bits of food in hundreds or thousands of places over several 
acres. (Chickadees in far northern latitudes may hoard a half-million items.) Before hiding 
the item, chickadees remove larvae heads, moth wings and the shells of large seeds Caches 
are usually within feet of where the food is found. Sunflower seeds from feeders are taken 
farther away, secretly stashed from competitors. Items are stuffed and concealed in rough 
bark, branches and crev1ces. 
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